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Polikushka may be cast with 15 (or more) actors playing multiple roles. It 

may be treated as Shakespeare or a broad 19th-Century theatre-piece. The 

attitude is akin to the Royal Shakespeare Company with Nicholas Nickleby, 

daring and actor-driven; or a grand Bertolt Brecht play—where a generous 

storytelling style is presented to the audience. It's a big, joyful actors' story 

 

Dramatis Personae 
 

Yegor Mikhailovitch, an Overseer 

Avdotya Mikolavna, Mistress of Pokrovskoye 

Her daughter 

Dunyasha Simonavna, a maid 

Sasha Simonavna, her sister 

Natasha Simonavna, their sister 

Polikushka Ilyitch, a horse doctor 

Akulina Ilyitch, his wife 

 

People of the Commune   Conscripted Soldiers 
 

Joiner's wife     Khoroshkin 

Madame Vorotsynev    Mitiushkin 

Nikita      Ilya Dutlov 

Madame Zhidkov 

Azulon 

 

The Muzhiks     Townsfolk 
 

Rezun      Igor 

Dutlov      Andre 

Kopylov     Two Women 

Melnichny     Five Men 

Volitzney 

Starostin 

(various others if needed)    

 

The Tavern Folk    Inn and Capital Characters  
 

Bear      Innkeeper 

Lukchov     Envoy 

Krylov      Harvest Master 

Beylov      Postrovnitch 

Nikolai      Merchant 

Sucker 

Katerina 

 

There can always be crowds. townsfolk, tavern folk and muzhiks 
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SCENE ONE 
 

A pleasant drawing room in a rural Russian city. At rise, the Overseer of the 

commune speaks to the landowning lady of the house. 

 

YEGOR:   As you would please to order, my lady, but it would be too bad to 

send any of the Dutlovs. They are all, without exception, good boys. 

But if you don't choose one of the house-servants, it will have to be a 

Dutlov. However, as you please.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Well, I don't wish to cause the Dutlovs any unhappiness, but 

this conscription business is so unfamiliar to me. Three soldiers must 

be sent. Is that right, Yegor Mikhailovitch? 

 

YEGOR:   Correct, my lady. Two have been named already according to the 

rules of the commune. But you, if you deem it provident, might select 

the third. The requisition orders three recruits off to Moscow and if 

you don't choose the final man, the commune must. And they'd surely 

select a Dutlov. You see, it matters not to them if that family's ruined. 

But I know how the Dutlovs been struggling to get along. Since I've 

been made Overseer, I've witnessed the their terrible suffering and 

poverty. And just now that the old man is about to have his young 

nephew's help, are we to destroy them? Surely you see how this works 

more against your interests than my own. 

 

AVDOTYA:   My interests? Yegor Mikhailovich . . . 

 

YEGOR:   What? Oh, come, my lady, nothing. I have taken nothing. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Yes, Yegor? 

 

YEGOR:   My reputation as Overseer is harm-free! 

 

AVDOTYA:   Yes, Yegor Mikhailovich . . . 

 

YEGOR:   It's all for these Dutlovs: God-fearing, work loving muzhiks. The 

old man has been an elder in the church for 30 years. He doesn't drink 

wine or use bad language. And he's a churchgoer! And the main thing, 

allow me to inform you, is that he has but two sons and a nephew. The 

commune, by proper rights, should take from a family with three sons 

or more–only all those families have divided into households and 

moved away because they're shiftless and improvident. The Dutlovs 

have housed together because they're gainers. And now must they 

suffer for their virtuousness? 
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AVDOTYA:   Oh, why can't you see, Yegor Mikhailovich, I wish none our 

muzhiks enter service. I'd sacrifice anything to avoid this wretched 

necessity. But when an army calls, a commune must answer. So it has 

and so it will. But let me make it clear once again that I will, under no 

circumstance, allow Poleiki to go. When after that affair with the clock 

he confessed to me, and wept, and vowed he would reform, I had a 

long talk with him and saw that he was truly repented. And since that 

time seven months have passed and he's not been drunk once and 

behaved admirably, so that even his wife claims he's become another 

man. And now that Polikushka's reformed, would you have me punish 

him with military service? And wouldn't it be inhuman to conscript a 

man with five children? No, Yegor, speak no more to me of that. 
 

YEGOR:   Then you order one of Dutlovs be sent. 
 

AVDOTYA:   Oh, why can't you understand I'm ready to do anything for 

the Dutlovs!  (beat)  Well, that's not the point at all. It's all the same.  

(then)  I depend on you. You know my wishes. Only Polikushka must 

not go.  (A young maid enters)  What is it, Dunyasha? 
 

DUNYASHA:   A muzhik is here and asks for Yegor Mikhailovich saying 

the commune needs him at their meeting.  (noticing her lady)  Oh, 

what an Overseer he is! Stirring up my mistress again. Now she won't 

sleep till 2 o'clock!  
 

AVDOTYA:   Dunyasha, please. Go then, Yegor. You know my will. 
 

YEGOR:   I obey.  (to Dunyasha)  Hm.  (turns)  Oh, I shall need to leave for 

the capital in the morning. That merchant, Zamatov, is holding our 

rubles for the coming harvest.  
 

AVDOTYA:   Hasn't Polotov got back from town?  
 

YEGOR:   Not yet, my lady. He was stranded with a broken carriage.  
 

AVDOTYA:   But can't Nikolai go?  
 

DUNYASHA:   Father is in bed with lumbago, no.  
 

YEGOR:   Then it's settled. I leave in the morning.  
 

AVDOTYA:   No. You are needed here. How much money?  
 

YEGOR:   3,000 rubles. Our yearly advance.  
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AVDOTYA:   Send Polikei to me. 
 

YEGOR:   Polikushka Ilyitch?  
 

AVDOTYA:   Correct. 
 

YEGOR:   But my lady− 
 

AVDOTYA:   Send him to me. 
 

YEGOR:   (reluctantly)  I obey.  (bows and exits) 
 

DUNYASHA:   My lady? 
 

AVDOTYA:   What is it, Dunyasha?  
 

DUNYASHA:   Avdotya Mikolavna? 
 

AVDOTYA:   Yes, my dear. 
 

DUNYASHA:   I wish not to appear insolent, but you desire Polikushka to 

collect the harvest money? You mean all good, but such a temptation . . . 

 

AVDOTYA:   No, no, that is not the case, dear. You see, Polikushka Ilyitch 

had such a horrible moral suffering. He was raised young and weak 

with no mother or father, and since childhood brought up in a stable at 

the next village. The groom in charge of him was the worst of thieves 

and eventually banished to Siberia. So since our little Polikei became 

accustomed to "these little tricks" from his youth, it became quite 

difficult to break him from his habit. 

 

DUNYASHA:   Yes, but has he broken from his habit? The drinking, the 

leather reigns that belong to the farmhouse muzhik, the thrashings, the 

drinking, the shopkeeper's office clock, the scene in the square where 

his wife scolded and beat him in full public view! The drinking and 

terrible weeping! If Polikushka fails, the Overseer would send him to 

Siberia, I'm sure.  
 

AVDOTYA:   But what he said when his wife beat him so uncontrollably in 

the Square: "Wretched man that I am, what shall I do? Tear out my 

eyes? Never again, I swear!" 

 
 

DUNYASHA:   And, lo, in a months time he's drunk and not seen for three 

days. Then returns with his eyes flooded like carbuncles. Where on 

earth does he get money for these sprees!  
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AVDOTYA:   But when I summoned him he fell at my feet and with a 

touching contrition confessed everything, and I talked and talked about 

God and duty, and the future life, and I affected him to tears. And he 

said, "Never again! May the earth swallow me whole and tear me to 

pieces!" And he went home and wept all day like a calf beside the 

stove. And from that time there has been not one fault in little Polikei. 

True, his life is ceased to be happy, and all people regard him as a 

thief, and now that the hour of the conscription is come, all suggests 

that he be our recruit, but–  (Polikei appears)  Ah, Polikusha Ilyitch!  
 

POLIKEI:   M'lady. I's in the stable. Yegor Mikhailovich . . . 
 

AVDOTYA:   Polikei, I have a great favor to ask. But first, do you wish to 

drink? Dunyasha? 
 

POLIKEI:   An' a cloth? Need a cloth. Been in the stable.  
 

DUNYASHA:   (sniffs)  Yes. Whew!  (exits)   
 

AVDOTYA:   Please, Polikei, sit down. No, it's best if you stand. Stand.    

So how is your life? And wife? And all your babies?  
 

POLIKEI:   Well. Quite well. Hm. Yep. 

 
 

SCENE TWO 
 

A filthy communal dwelling. 
 

AKULINA:   (holding a baby)  There, there, baby. Don't cry. Sweet baby.  
  

   (sings)   Oh, baby sweet, sweet, my love,  

      Sleep, sleep all the night, 

      When you wake the world will be, 

      A better place, a better place . . .  
 

JOINER'S WIFE:   (offstage)  Stop that stupid singing! It's too late, girl!  
 

AKULINA:   Old shrew . . .  
 

JOINER'S WIFE:   How's that? 
 

AKULINA:   Nothing, my dear. I said, you're right, it's too late.  (pause) 

Sharp old shrew. It's not good, baby. You−all my chicks−have to live 

among so many families. Of course, the joiner's wife there is the worst. 

You know what she did? Well, our Aniutka was playing near their 

corner, just playing, when she backed over a pot of lye and spilt half. 
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Half a pot of lye! What was it doing off her shelf? Now she wants 

payment. Where would we get the money? And her sharp tongue. As 

she was going on I had the urge to wrap my fingers around her− No, 

never that. Leave all of your orphans and me a recruit's widow. 

(crying)  I wish all of dead. You were born for misfortune . . . 

 

JOINER'S WIFE:  (voice)  Hey! Where is Polikusha? H'ain't he returned? 

Heard he was summoned by Avdotya Mikolavna. What'd the Mistress 

want? Can't be good. Nope, not when− 

 

AKULINA:   Go to sleep, old woman!  

 

JOINER'S WIFE:   Huh? Wha . . ? 

 

AKULINA:   You heard me. It's none of your business!  

 

JOINER'S WIFE:   Well! I expect payment for that pot of lye in the 

morning. If not, it's straight to the Overseer for you! Ha! 

 

AKULINA:   Oh, baby, sleep. My beautiful baby.  (weeps)   

 

Polikushka enters and silently goes to his flasks to measure a medicine. 

 

AKULINA:   Well? My love? Polikei? What? 

 

POLIKEI:   This is not an apothecary shop.  (measuring liquids) 

 

AKULINA:   Dear . . ?  

 

POLIKEI:   The Germans use scales. Never I! Worthless horse doctor they 

call me.  (pouring into a bottle)  I will put it all in. It will have a better 

effect. I have had experience with a doctor who treated people near 

him exactly the way I treat my horses. Is that better for the horse or 

worse for the patient? Ha! The lancet and mysterious whitish vile . . . 

and the words, "Apoplexy, hemorrhoids, puss." Are they so very 

different than, "Nerves, rheumatism, organism?" Dare to be an error 

and dream! That's what I was taught.  

 

AKULINA:   Polikei! You were at our Mistress. Were you conscripted?  

 

POLIKEI:   Polikushka's the lowest of men, but when something's to be done, 

who is called on? Polikushka! I'm off to the merchant for our money.  

 

AKULINA:   Money?  
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POLIKEI:   How well she knows how to talk. "You've had," says she, "the 

reputation for being untrustworthy. But I have more faith in you than 

anyone else."  (raising his voice for others to hear)  "You promised to 

reform," says she, "and here is first proof that I believe in you. Go to 

the merchant, Zamatov, and get my money and bring it back." "My 

lady," says I , "it is our duty to serve you as humbly as we serve God 

and I will do anything for your well-being because I be your slave."  

(smiling)  "So," says she, "you must perform this act because your fate 

depends on it." "M'lady," says I, "I may be slandered, and anyone may 

fall into sin, but it would be a moral impossibility for me to do 

anything contrary to your interests–or even think of it!" I talked to her 

till she was soft as wax. She wants to make me her Principal Man. Ha! 

Akulina, when I talk to 'em, I make 'em like silk.  

 

AKULINA:   Much money?  

 

POLIKEI:   3,000 rubles. 

 

AKULINA:   Ohhh . . .  (moans and shakes head)  When do you go?  

 

POLIKEI:   "Tomorrow," says she, "I'll send any horse you desire and God 

go with you." "Old Baraban," says I, "she's the right old girl for this."  

 

AKULINA:   God be thee help, Ilyich.  (quietly)  Now heed what I say: I 

pray Christ the Lord you go in safety. Kiss the cross you do not touch 

a drop.  

 

POLIKEI:   Of course I won't drink when I have all that money with me!  

(snorts)  Someone was playing the piano in the next room. Must've 

been her daughter, the young Mistress. Handsomely, my! She bangs 

so harmonious-like. Just makes it sing, I tell you. I should like to 

accompany her someday. I am just right for such things.  

 

AKULINA:   Let's to bed, Polikei. Our baby is asleep.  

 

POLIKEI:   All our pretty babies . . . Another life from here on our, Akulina, 

mark my words. No longer a filthy horse doctor. The village scum. 

Tomorrow, get me a clean shirt.  

 

AKULINA:   Of course, love. 

 

POLIKEI:   Principal man! Ha. Hm. Yah. 
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SCENE THREE 
 

At a meeting of muzhiks. Much shouting. 
 

REZUN:   Alright, now, quiet down! Quiet! We'll never get anything done 

with all of you acting like jackals! 

 

M. VOROTSYNEV:   Yes, why shouldn't it be possible to do something 

gently, peaceably, without quarrel, without noise? 

 

MUZHIKS:   (as a group)  Here, here! That's right! She's right! Agreed! 

 

M. VOROTSYNEV:   According to the sweet Christian laws that teach us 

beloved kindness, charity and brotherly love? 

 

MUZHIKS:   She's right. A little Christian loves what's needed. Kindness. 

Brotherly love. Let's have it. Here, here! 
 

REZUN:   Thank you, thank you, Madame Vorotsynev. Now, you old hag, 

shut up and stop interrupting. Go about your damn business. 
 

MUZHIKS:   Yes, why is she interrupting? Old hag! Who does who does 

she think she is? The nerve! Keep your big nose out, hag! 
 

REZUN:   Now let's get on with this. I don't want to be here all night. First, I 

want everyone to know that I have two grown sons. Many of you also 

have two. Some of you have one. So on that basis, it's very clear that 

all of us are eliminated from service. Those aren't my rules, you know. 
 

DUTLOV:   Now stop, before you go further, Rezun, listen to me! You're 

acting like a hawk. And who am I, the old hen? Are you sweeping 

down, ready to make the kill? 
 

REZUN:   Why are you jumping to conclusions, Semyon Dutlov? I am 

simply trying to bring order to these proceedings. 
 

DUTLOV:   I know what you're trying to do. Listen, everyone: my brother 

was sent as a soldier 18 years ago. Therefore I will not be considered 

as one who has three boys in the family. My brother's service must be 

taken into account. So when you subtract his service from my two 

sons, and a nephew, I am no different than any of you.  
 

MUZHIKS:   Ha ha! Very funny, Dutlov! Are you putting us on? Ha! 
 

REZUN:   Quiet down, everyone! Quiet! That's an interesting argument, 

Dutlov. Let's hear what the others have to say. 
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KOPYLOV:   Because my grandfather went as a soldier, that's no reason 

why I should refuse the lot. Friends, that's no kind of a law at all. At 

the last conscription, they took Mikiov, and his uncle hadn't even got 

home at the time. 

 

DUTLOV:   Neither your father nor uncle ever served the Tsar, and you've 

never served a gentleman nor the Commune–but you've always been a 

tippler–and your children take after you. It's impossible to live with 

you yet you point out other men. But for ten years I've served the 

militia, and I've been an elder, and twice I've been burnt out and no 

one helped me. And is it because we live peaceably, aye, and 

honorably and I'm to be ruined? Give me back my brother. He died 

there, didn't he? Judge right, judge according to God's laws, oh 

Orthodox Commune, and do not listen to the lies of that drunkard! 

 

REZUN:   You referred to your brother but he wasn't sent by the Commune. 

The Master sent him because it his good-for-nothingness. So he's no 

excuse to you! Others? 

 

MELNICHNY:   Well, none of this is really the problem, you know. Are 

you afraid to talk about it? Of course you are. But will you do anything 

about it? Masters send whomever they please then let the Commune 

cope as it can. And if the Commune decides to pick your son, who's 

the only person to appeal: your Master. It's time for change, you hear? 

No matter what tune they play, we have to dance to it. 

 

M. VOROTSYNEV:   Certainly, Orthodox commune, it is necessary to 

decide according to the sweet and tender laws of Christianity, by the 

loving words of our devoted Savior, who–– 

 

REZUN:   Will someone shut her up? Stop interrupting, Madam Vorotsynev! 

Mind your business, hag. We know what we're doing here.  

 

MUZHIKS:   What's with her? Who let her in? Out, old woman! Hag! Out! 

 

VOLITZNEY:   It is necessary to decide on our consciences, beloved 

friends. Knowing the honor of the family Dutlov, what's to be done? 

 

REZUN:   Yes, the family honor . . . So tell me, Semyon Dutlov, was it I or 

was it your son, Ignat, whom they found rolling around last week 

drunk in the middle of the road, then screaming all night? Is that the 

family honor we're to protect? But if you want to let Dutlov go free, so 

be it. Then let's look for a man with only one son. 
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DUTLOV:   My son, drunk in the street? Well, tell me, Feodor Rezun, 

most excellent carpenter of Pokrovskoye, about honor. That's a fine 

collection of songs you have. How many belong to that group of 

wood-cutters who passed through here last month? 

 

MUZHIKS:   Well. My. Heard of those saws. Was it Rezun? Hm. Dunno. 

 

DUTLOV:   Yes, and tell us of the many drunken sprees you've had where 

you beat your poor wife almost to death! 

 

REZUN:   I beat my wife when I'm sober as well as drunk. So there. And 

not very often besides. 

 

MUZHIKS:   (laughter)  Oh, that Rezun, he's something. Delicious. Very 

quick, he is. I could listen to him for hours. Ha! 

 

REZUN:   And, besides, who really stole those saws, Dutlov? 

 

DUTLOV:   You did. 

 

REZUN:   Wasn't it your son, Ignat? 

 

DUTLOV:   No, you! And vegetables from Zhidkov's field! And that bag of 

oats from the storage barn! 

 

REZUN:   Yes, and I suppose I took Krapkov's dead body out of his grave. 

Listen, Dutlov, all these things you're talking about, it's your own flesh 

and blood. Your boys should be carted to Siberia!  (laughs)  

 

STAROSTIN:   (snorts)  Truth is, it's all as it seems fit to her ladyship. I'd 

send my own son if she ordered him to go. But that's not the point. 

You can try to change tradition when it works to your disadvantage. 

The end of summer isn't the time to pick strawberries. You can't 

condemn these people, Dutlov, for moving out from their families to 

make a go of it on their own. It's too late. Give up the fight. 

 

Yegor Mikhailovitch silently enters. The muzhiks still and remove their hats. 

 

YEGOR:   (pause)  Well, here's the Mistress' word: she's not willing to let  

any household servant go. So whomever among us we deem fit, they're 

in the army now. At present, the matter's 5/6 settled. Not much choice 

left. But we don't have to decide tonight. This can wait, if you'd like. 

 

MUZHIKS:   Now's time. Let's have it settled. Now. Tonight. Why wait? 
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YEGOR:   Alright. In my opinion, Khoroshkin and Mitiushkin have to go. 

Reason's clear: the will of God and burden of tradition. We know this. 

 

MUZHIKS:   Of course. No surprise. A shame, but true. Yes. Sure. 

 

YEGOR:   The third will have to come from a family with two grown sons   

. . . or a Dutlov. 

 

MUZHIKS:   Dutlov. Dutlov has three! It's only fair. He's the one. Take 

from Dutlov, there. He's not been touched. Dutlov! It's him! 

 

DUTLOV:   Wait a moment, I've told you before, it's not fair. Two sons 

and a nephew trying to eke out a God-fearing living? It's a sin! 

Starostin, you have four sons–so what if they all live on different 

farms. They can't be taken because you're rich!  

 

STAROSTIN:   Say what you like but no one will touch them. I'm not afraid 

of your words. 

 

DUTLOV:   Nor, Yermil, nor Kopylov, nor anyone else! You're shameful!  

 

REZUN:   Why are you putting it off, Dutlov? You know the choice is 

going to be you. Why dig yourself in further by telling more lies? 

You'll be the one sent to Siberia. 

 

DUTLOV:   The offense you give me, Rezun, is– 

 

REZUN:   Dutlov! Dutlov! Dutlov! Dutlov! 

 

MUZHIKS:   (clapping)  Dutlov! Dutlov! Dutlov! 

 

YEGOR:   Stop! Enough!  (they quiet)  Sorry, old man. It's your turn. Here's 

a hat. Draw lots. Two sons and a nephew: Ignat, Vasili, Ilyushka. In 

they go. Who's your recruit? Dutlov, you be Fate's Hammer.  (Dutlov 

draws a name)  The nephew, Ilyushka. Ilya.  (then)  Alright, everyone 

bring me tomorrow seven kopecks conscription money–seven kopecks 

from each peasant farm. That's all for tonight. Go home now. Go.  

 

MUZHIKS:   (leaving, they express symphony; Dutlov stays)  Sorry, Dutlov. 

Maybe the Mistress will change her mind. No hard feelings. In the 

long run, it's all for the best. I'm sure he'll be fine. Good night. 

 

YEGOR:   (then)  So. Will you hire a substitute for your nephew? Dutlov?  

(pause)  Dutlov, you're not planning on letting him go? 
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DUTLOV:   We'd gladly buy him off, Overseer, but we haven't anything. I 

lost two horses this summer and just got my nephew married. See, it's 

our luck because we lived decently. Find for Starostin to talk as he did.  
 

YEGOR:   Well, don't be blue. Dig your seller. You score 300 rubles, I'll 

find you a substitute. I came across a man the other day. What do you 

think, will you hire him?  
 

DUTLOV:   Oh, I don't know, before God, I . . . 
 

YEGOR:   What are you saying, old man? 
 

DUTLOV:   It's not that simple, Yegor Mikhailovich. 
 

YEGOR:   (angrily)  Now you listen to me, old man: don't get any ideas and 

let Ilyushka just happen to disappear. When I send for him tomorrow, 

you bring him immediately. If anything happens, God be my witness, 

I'll take your oldest, you hear? 
 

DUTLOV:   (weeps)  But couldn't they have taken from someone else, 

Overseer? Because my brother died in the war, must they also take his 

only son? Why should such luck come to us? 
 

YEGOR:   Well . . . Get along now! No need for trouble here! It's all the 

same. It's according to Tsar's laws. You look out for your nephew, 

Dutlov–you're responsible. Get along now! 

 

SCENE FOUR 
 

Back in the filthy communal dwelling with Polikushka and Akulina.  
 

POLIKEI:   They brought the carriage. A fine one. The traveling carriage 

used by the Overseer. It's drawn by a wide-tailed gelding named 

Baraban–you know, old language for "the drum." I've mended old 

Baraban. Let a little blood in the fetlock. Those hooves must bleed. It's 

no lane of candy for those old girls. Don't like this. Looks like rain. 
 

AKULINA:   Quiet. You wake the children. 
 

POLIKEI:   They're already up, I heard their play. Aniutka's got that new 

game where she wrestles with the others' feet. Is their breakfast ready? 

I'll get them. 
 

AKULINA:   No, not until you leave. Let me finish. Have you your lunch? 

Good. You must wear all your clothes today.  (dresses him)  How's 

that shirt, clean enough?  
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POLIKEI:   Nice.  

 

AKULINA:   Boots? 

 

POLIKEI:   As they say, my boots are asking for gruel. Sad.  

 

AKULINA:   Take them off. It's conceiving cold: take these woolen 

stockings from my mother. Remember when she knit them? Your toes 

will be like little boiling pots. And I found some saddle cloth in the 

stable. Look what I made: insoles to protect your feet! 

 

POLIKEI:    My beautiful wifenushka.  

 

AKULINA:   Polikei, when you go to the Capital, you have to look like city 

people or they'll see you're just a serf and try to swindle you.  

 

POLIKEI:   I've heard.  

 

AKULINA:   Turn your belt around so it won't look like dirty rope.  

 

POLIKEI:   You know, I like going to the Capital but I'll tell you one thing: 

though I've never been there, it's a place I wouldn't want to live.  

 

NIKITA:   (appearing)  Hello? Hello? May I come in?  

 

POLIKEI:   Nikita, you're already in.  

 

NIKITA:   So I am. Heard you're going to the Capital. If possible, a errand? 

Tobacco? Just a few kopecks worth, if not out of your way, old friend.  

 

POLIKEI:   It'd make me happy, old friend. 

 

NIKITA:   Ah, thank you! Here, whatever that buys. Oh, and it's going to be 

cold on that trip. Take my cap, it's sure to help.  

 

POLIKEI:   Thank you kindly, Nikita.  

 

M. ZHIDKOV:   (appearing)  Hello? Hello?  

 

POLIKEI:   Madame Zhivkov?  

 

M. ZHIDKOV:   I've come for Madam Pestich. And myself. She needs a 

new needle? Could you, Polikei? On your trip?  

 

POLIKEI:   On my trip to the Capital? I'll attend the market. For you?  
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M. ZHIDKOV:   If it's not too much trouble: a spoon. And a jar of oil?  
 

POLIKEI:   Akulina?  
 

AKULINA:   I'm writing it down.  
 

POLIKEI:   Day after tomorrow, they'll be on your shelf.  
 

M. ZHIDKOV:   Thank you, thank you! Here, sweets for your trip.  
 

POLIKEI:   My! 
 

AZULON:   (appears)  Ilyitch! I need something from your journey, friend: 

gloves. Been saving years. Could you? I hear they're reasonable there.  
 

POLIKEI:   On my trip to the Capital, I'll bring back something for everyone.  
 

AZULON:   Ah, lamb. You know, like Oransky's, with the, ah . . . and wear 

them on the way back! Keep your hands warm.  
 

POLIKEI:   I'll do that, Azulon.  
 

JOINER'S WIFE:   (appearing)  Polikusha Ilyitch! Polikei! Look what I 

have for you: Fresh hot tea to brace you for your trip! Yum, yum! 
 

POLIKEI:   Such a surprise.  
 

JOINER'S WIFE:   Drink that. Warm you. Before you go. Right off the fire. 

That is nice, isn't it? Drink! Drink!  
 

POLIKEI:   Hot. My. Hot! Hot! Hot! 
 

JOINER'S WIFE:   (overlapping)  Drink! Drink! Ha, Ha, Ha . . . Of course, 

not quite right, that tea. Needs something.  
 

POLIKEI:   Needs to cool down.  
 

JOINER'S WIFE:   No, I know, sugar! Tea needs sugar. Where could I . . . 

You're to the capital! Ilyich, could you? Here, enough to buy a big 

bag. And watch those merchants, the cheats! Keep your eyes on the 

scale. City swine, indentured to Beelzebub. Oh, and let's forget about 

the spilt lye. It was only a few drops. Actually, the jar was nearly 

empty. And who could blame your lovely children for playing? Have I 

told you how I love all your children? Well, I must ready the old goat's 

breakfast. The rat will bark like a dog before long. If I had half sense, I 

left the hedgehog starve. Have a good trip, Polikei. I'll have more tea 

upon your return. Goodbye. And don't spill that sugar. Drink! Drink!  
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AKULINA:   Goodness, how popular you've become.  

 

POLIKEI:   When your Principal Man, you know . . . 

 

AKULINA:   Does it feel different, being Principal Man? 

 

POLIKEI:   Much. Feel any different being the wife of a Principal Man?  

 

AKULINA:   Nope. Let me finish.  (dresses him again)   
 

POLIKEI:    Amazing. Here I am, a man whom they thought of exiling, 

whom they threatened with conscription, whom none but the lazy 

spared either abuse or blows, whom they laid upon the most 

unpleasant of jobs – and now I'm going to collect a big sum of money. 

My Mistress has confidence in me. I'm driving the Overseer's own 

wagon with Baraban and driving it like some rich householder, with 

leather tugs and rains. Lord Christ, thank you for choosing me.  
 

AKULINA:   You're bundled up. You look like a regular general.  
 

POLIKEI:   Ho, ho! Hee hee!  (jigs)  Look at me! My beautiful wife, kiss 

the children for me.  
 

AKULINA:   Ilyitch! Don't forget your promise.  
 

POLIKEI:   a million things may happen between heaven and earth, but my 

promise can never be broken. Goodbye, Aqualina. I keep you in my 

heart. To the merchant! (Exits)  
 

AKULINA:   God go with you, Ilyitch! Goodbye! Hole…  

 

 

SCENE FIVE 
 

Yegor Mikhailovitch speaks to Dutlov, his two sons, and his nephew. 
 

YEGOR:   You'll be sent to the Capital before going on to Moscow. You'll 

be put in a military camp. The governor will sit you down and give 

you a parson's lecture. He's as windy as an northern breeze but if he 

catches you napping it's a bad reflection on all of us here. We're a 

small commune, so our estimation will be seen through you.  

 

KHOROSHKIN:   Yegor Mikhailovitch, how long might we be away?  

 

YEGOR:      Really up to the czar, isn't it? Yanovitch vanished seven years, 

Uzaloff returned in two. Perhaps the wars nearly over, perhaps not long.  
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KHOROSHKIN:   But then there are those who've never come back.  
 

YEGOR:   Khoroshkin, what can I do? If you think there won't be peril, 

you're wrong. More go into battle than return. That's the nature of the 

business. Or the business of nature, which ever you prefer. They only 

take recruits when they need them--and when do they need them? 

When the ones gone before are in short supply. They'll tell you: look 

after God first, the Tsar second, and yourself third. But when you hear 

a wheezing at your ears, forget how to count. How'd Yanovitch make 

it back? When he smelt gunpowder, he never counted higher than one, 

then pointed the finger at himself. The grave is no place to win a war.  
 

MITIUSHKIN:   My family, you know, Overseer . . . 
 

YEGOR:   Mitiushkin, you have my word of honor they'll be given good 

care. You bring yourself back safe, and I'll have your family here 

waiting for you, safe. Your son will be a strap and your daughter a 

poem.  (beat)  Ilyushka Dutlov, any questions?  (nods no)  very well. 

Semyon Dutlov has agreed to drive you to the Capital. There will be a 

military coach and . . . Ah! Our Mistress.  (Avdotya appears)  Please, 

Avdotya Mikolavna, the recruits desire your blessings. 
 

AVDOTYA:   My thanks, Yegor Mikhailovitch. I assume your Overseer has 

briefed you on your undertaking? Perhaps undertaking is quite the 

right word. Let us say, adventure! I know you must be frightened. 

Leaving your friends, your families, your homes, the soil which is fed 

the crops and in turn has fed you – all those things you leave behind to 

defend a strand, a pass, or a stretch of lumpen clay on some distant 

frontier. I can only assure you that the nature of service in this, the 

modern world, is a sacred calling, our highest honor. You mustn't feel 

your conscription is a burden or a burden it will remain until you see 

the light of deference for your people, your czar, and, alas, even for 

myself. To serve to give oneself so that others may live safely, and 

their children raised from the oppression our enemies would prevail 

upon us. You go not only to guard the borders for those who live, and 

for those who will live, but for those who have lived. Their honor is 

our honor and you alone carry their past to our children's future. Love 

your burden as you love your God, your people, and your soil. Please, 

kiss my hand. Go well and safely. Live to see the day when your return 

brings more grandeur to your country than commune may ever afford. 
 

They go to kiss their Mistress' hand. The final recruit, Ilyushka Dutlov, stops. 
 

YEGOR:   Well, Dutlov, did you hear your mistress,?  
 

ILYA:   Yes. 
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YEGOR:   Will you kiss her hand? 

 

ILYA:   No. 

 

YEGOR:   What? What did you say?  

 

ILYA:   Have you ears, Overseer?  

 

YEGOR:   Young man, my advice is you wrestle your senses.  

 

DUTLOV:   What's come over you, Ilya? Forgive him, Mistress. Follow 

your Overseer's command.  

 

ILYA:   Order me all you want, old man. What's the worst you can do? 

Well, you've done that already. And all this talk about respecting the 

dead? Yes, you'll respect me, too, I suppose – when I'm dead. Why 

should you care now? Any of you could have bought the conscription 

and saved me and stopped my march to the grave, but now all three of 

us must die and all because –  

 

DUTLOV:   (strikes his nephew down)  I won't have that kind of talk! The 

shame you bring this family, you irreverent boy! May you plead to 

God for mercy! You –  (beats him to a daze)  

 

YEGOR:   Khoroshkin, Mitiushkin, take him to the carriage! Perhaps his 

commanders will teach him respect, though his uncle couldn't.  

 

DUTLOV:   Forgive him. Forgive me, mistress. It can never happen again.  

Ilyushka is carried off by Khoroshkin and Mitiushkin. Dutlov exits.  
 

AVDOTYA:   I hope he's not hurt.  
 

YEGOR:   Never a head that hard.  
 

AVDOTYA:   Was he right? About what he said?  
 

YEGOR:   If he's right, then our entire way of life is wrong and must 

necessarily collapse. Not in a hundred years. 
 

AVDOTYA:   I do like him. He has spirit.  
 

YEGOR:   Oddly, it's the one thing that may keep him alive. Well, shall we 

discuss how to divide the barley? I have strong feelings on the matter.  
 

AVDOTYA:   Don't you always, Mikhailovitch. 
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SCENE SIX 
 

Polikie is sitting in his carriage driving Baraban to the Capital. 

 

POLIKEI:     (sings) Nothing, nothing, nothing can harm me 

    As I drive along with Baraban.  

    Nothing, nothing, nothing can stop me  

    Do do do do do do do do do.  

    Baraban, you great old girl,  

    You shall drive me to the end of the worl',   

    For nothing, nothing . . .  
   

          (speaks)   At last, the Capital! Take you to your note you.         

A Principal Man has arrived!  
 

            (sings) Nothing, nothing, nothing in the capital,  

    Do do do do do do . . .  
 

Two townsmen appear.  
 

IGOR:   Andre, mark this one. Right off the farm. When's the last time 

you've seen a peacock like that?  
 

ANDRE:   A real tycoon. A million in his pocket, I'll bet.  
 

IGOR:   When a man rides along with the nicely shaped beard, wearing a 

black caftan, sitting behind a plump steed, you know at once he's a rich 

muzhik off to the market for a big day. But this one: when was that 

carriage built, Alexander's day?  

 

ANDRE:   That nag ain't good for a bag of glue. What's the world coming 

too, Igor?  

 

IGOR:   Let's get drunk, Andre.  

 

POLIKEI:   (sings)  Bara, Baraban!  
  

 (speaks)  3000 rubles, that's what I'll have. Perhaps I should drive old 

Baraban straight to Odesta instead of home. Ho! No, no, no. I will 

certainly carry all the rubles straight to the feet of my mistress and it 

will be said no amount of money can ever tempt Polikushka.  (pause)  

Baraban, what're you doing? We can't stop here, a tavern? No, no. 

Onward!  (drives)  I'm a little hungry. It's good I've these commissions 

in my pocket. In an emergency, I might need their kindness. If I ran 

out of food, an emergency . . .  (drives)  Another tavern. Funny how 

dirt roads dust your throat . . . Come, Baraban, move! And when I get 

home, my mistress'll say, "Thank you, Polikei, here's five, or maybe 
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even ten, silver rubles for you!" And she'll bring me tea, and perhaps 

spirits besides. That wouldn't come amiss after a chilly ride. And with 

that money I'd have a holiday and buy my wife a hat, and treat all my 

babies to sweets, and buy some nice boots, too. I'd pay Nikita back the 

money he's loaned me. He's been on me for that. Ha, I've never lived a 

brighter day! Mm . . . Another tavern. Seems this Capital city is 

burdened with taverns. Poor folk.  
 

 (sings) Nothing, nothing, nothing can tempt me  

   As I ride along with Baraban.  

   No amount of taverns, no amount of money,  

   No amount of vodka, vodka, vodka,  

   Can ever attempt a Principal Man! 

 

During his singing, a crowd has flooded the stage as a market. They hawk 

their wares with movement, commotion and noise.  
 

POLIKEI:   Whoa, Baraban! A market. Perhaps I should try my hand with 

the city types. Show them what a shrewd dealer this one is. Ah, excuse 

me, madam. What's that you're hawking? What's for sale?  
 

WOMAN I:   What's it look like, serf?  
 

POLIKEI:   A tanned sheepskin shuba. And not of very good quality, I 

might add.  
 

WOMAN I:   How would you know?  
 

POLIKEI:   Madam, you're in the presence of a Principal Man.  (she laughs) 

Might I try it on?  (he does).  A fair fit.  
 

WOMAN I:   25 rubles. Got the money?  
 

POLIKEI:   A pittance. Madam, if I so chose, I could buy your entire stock. 

Twice your stock. Three times your stock, if I so chose! 
 

WOMAN I:   25 rubles.  
 

POLIKEI:   Unconscionable price. I wouldn't pay 15 for it. And a good day 

to you.  (turns)  Ho, how I showed her!  (turns)  Excuse me, sir, how 

much for your tea there?  
 

MAN I:   Four kopecks a tin.  
 

POLIKEI:   Four a tin! Might I smell it?  (sniffs)  Inferior quality. I'd pay 

double if it were any good.  (turns)  Hello, miss. You're quite a pretty 

one. Have I met you before? Believe I have. Nice apples. I'll take one.  
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WOMAN II:   Only one? A kopeck. 'Cept the large ones. They're two.  

 

POLIKEI:   Two large ones. I mean, two for the large ones.  

 

WOMAN II:   Wouldn't you like a juicy mouthful?  

 

POLIKEI:   They're big, plump. How 'bout this one? It's not the biggest nor 

sweetest but it's all I can reach. Keep the change. Get you a treat.  

 

WOMAN II:   Five kopecks! Thank you, sir. Come back soon!  

 

POLIKEI:   Ho, Polikei, you were born for the city! People at your feet.  

(turns)  Excuse me, sir, I beg your pardon; forgive this inconvenience; 

my humble regrets; I plead forbearance; grant me your indulgence – 

 

MAN II:   What the devil do you want, thrall!  

 

POLIKEI:   I seek the merchant Zamatov. A serious affair. Large-scale 

commerce. Perhaps you've heard of the grand Avdotya Mikolavna? 

 

MAN I:   Oh? And what type of business, sir?  

 

POLIKEI:   A sum of money. A very large sum, sir. I need to collect. Been 

riding a full day. All the way from – 

 

MAN II:   How large a sum, good sir? I'll help. How much to collect?  

 

POLIKEI:   Matter-of-fact . . . Three rubles. Need to collect.  

 

MAN II:   Three rubles! And you been traveling a day? Scram, idiot! Go 

pester somebody else.  (exits)  

 

POLIKEI:   Polikushka Ilyitch, what's wrong with you! Fool. Haven't you 

heard of the Capital crooks? They'll get your money through your 

throat. Lord help me from myself.  (turns)  Good sir, pray, can you 

please direct me to the merchant Zamatov? I'm just a poor surf.  

 

ZAMATOV:   What d'you want? You're in front of his shop.  

 

POLIKEI:   Am I? You must be his houseboy. Yes, those filthy hands. Tell 

your master I need to see him.  

 

ZAMATOV:   Tell me your businesses.  

 

POLIKEI:   I've a letter from my Mistress, the grand Avdotya Mikolavna– 
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ZAMATOV:   Let me see.  

 

POLIKEI:   You'll notice, boy, the letter states "3,000 rubles" paid to me, 

and I'm to take them directly to my Mistress. So the letter states. 

 

ZAMATOV:   Where's Mikhailovitch? Or are you Overseer now?  

 

POLIKEI:   Not yet. And I don't see that's any business of yours. Go, give 

the letter to your Master. Or you tempt a gnarly word and nasty knock.  

 

ZAMATOV:   (laughs)  Oh, yes, yes, your grandness! Forgive me. I'll return 

presently.  (exits)  

 

POLIKEI:   And carry that letter and the other hand, boy. My Mistress will 

not tolerate soiled money. I want it clean. Filthy little surf.  (turns)  

 

MAN III:   Cider, sir? Ten kopeks a jug. Made by myself. 

 

POLIKEI:   No, no. Please go away.  

 

MAN III:   Beg you, sir. My wife's dead. Got five babies hungry at home. 

I'm a poor man. The entire city mocks me. They kick me and call me 

buffoon. I'm not bad, sir. Just need a little help to get on my feet.  

 

POLIKEI:   Let me see your eyes. Your wife's dead?  

 

MAN III:   Last spring, sir.  

 

POLIKEI:   Five babies?  

 

MAN III:   Oldest is nine. All very hungry, sir.  

 

POLIKEI:   Then let me have a jug. God help you, friend. And don't lose 

hope. You'll find a bright dawn follows the darkest night.  

 

MAN III:   God bless you, sir! You're the first to buy in two days. May God 

bring you many blessings. Thank you, thank you! 

 

POLIKEI:   (turns)  IIyitch, such a funny world.  
    

  The mirror of a man, when for goodness he will stand, 

  Shows bright in the night, so make your life a light. 
 

  (drinks from jug)  Ho! Pure vodka! Hooo . . .   
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ZAMATOV:   (returns)  Kind sir, your money. Oh, and my master wanted 

me to inform you that the actually total is 3,122 rubles. 

 

POLIKEI:   I know that, fool. Think I'm bookless? Let's have 'em. 

 

ZAMATOV:   The letter also states my master is to put them in your hand 

himself. Or so the letter states. 

 

POLIKEI:   Well, where the devil is he? Industry's in the bridle! I'm busy. 

 

ZAMATOV:   There, sir, hand-to-hand as the letter states. And if I may give 

some advice, it's that you bind your tongue to your trade. Were I not 

amused, I'd have your pride pounded to paste. Excuse me, such filthy 

hands! Give my regards to my good friend, Avdodya Mikolavna, will 

you, kind sir?  (leaves)  

 

POLIKEI:   Typical dirty cur master. Anything for a joke on a serf. Well, 

we'll see who laughs last! Polikei, 3122! Now, where to put this? My 

breast? No, first place a robber would look. Shoe? No. Ah . . . A thief 

may rob you, may strip you to the bone, but they'll never look under 

your hat.  (turns)  Sir, the nearest inn, if you please?. 

 

MAN IV:   Down the road, to the right, up the hill.  

 

POLIKEI:   Thank you, sir, and this for you: the finest vodka money can 

buy! Let it be said that there is nothing that can now ever tempt 

Polikusha Ilyitch! Come, Baraban! Come, old girl!  
 

  (sings)   

 (sings) Nothing, nothing, nothing can tempt me  

   No amount of taverns, no amount of money,  

   No amount of vodka, vodka, vodka,  

   Can ever attempt a Principal Man! 

 

Polikei leaves singing. His hat falls off. He continues singing.  

 

MAN:   Hey, you, your hat! You dropped your hat!  

 

POLIKEI:   (returning)  Thank you. Thank you, kindly!  (sings and exits) 
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SCENE SEVEN 
 

Back in the parlor of Avdotya Mikolavna. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Well, how did he look, Dunyasha?  

 

DUNYASHA:   He looked serious, Madam.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Yes, but how does one look serious, Dunyasha?  

 

DUNYASHA:   I don't know how to explain it, Madam.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Well tell it again. And please leave nothing out.  

 

DUNYASHA:   He came to the door saying he was sent by the Tsar for 

urgent business with Avdotya Mikolavana. That's you, madam.  

 

AVDOTYA:   I know, Dunyasha.  

 

DUNYASHA:   He wanted to attend you, only Yegor Mikhailovitch was 

present. You know, he's been chasing the skirt of my twin lately. He 

orders her into some empty room to sweep, then pulls shut the door 

behind, and in a moment– 

 

AVDOTYA:   Dunyasha, the man from the Tsar! 

 

DUNYASHA:   Well, he had a letter for you and Mikhailovitch accepted it 

explaining he was Overseer. And when he read it, he walked out of the 

room without saying a word. Left my sister – 

 

AVDOTYA:   What did the letter say, Dunyasha?  

 

DUNYASHA:   That man is not fit for Overseer, Madame. He's a scoundrel, 

a philanderer, a knave– 

 

YEGOR:   (appearing)  Reptile, serpent, vulture – anything else?  

 

DUNYASHA:   Seems you know yourself better than I, Overseer.  

 

YEGOR:   May I interrupt this very necessary character elaboration for I 

have something slightly more trifling to discuss.  

 

DUNYASHA:   excuse me, madam.  (to Yegor).  Hm!  (exits)  

 

AVDOTYA:   Yegor? 
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YEGOR:   I was talking to the dear girl! 

 

AVDOTYA:   And Anna Fedora? Svetlana Lischokna? I'll run out of maids. 

 

YEGOR:   How cannot function without your trust?  

 

AVDOTYA:   You manage. But what now?  

 

YEGOR:   Poland. Problems. Seems the nationalists have begun to get ideas 

of their own, inspired by all that nonsense in Paris. Nicholas, I am told, 

decided to use the Polish army to suppress the new government in 

Belgium. (You know, the Belgians have been getting out of hand 

lately and making up making their minds up on their own.) Well, the 

Poles weren't joining the fray. They threw a fit: threw their Romanoff 

family out, Nicholas' cousin. Then they sired a rebel government and, 

if that weren't enough, formed a fledgling union with those hard-boiled 

Lithuanians! 

 

AVDOTYA:   Oh no!  

 

YEGOR:   Oh, yes! Of course Nicholas was completely unprepared. Now 

he's got the Belgians to repel, the Romanoff's to restore, and God only 

knows what the Litwats are up to. And word is a whole new group of 

Parisians are inventing even more fantastical concepts to goad the 

masses to revolt.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Can't they leave well enough alone?  

 

YEGOR:   We're not in Paris. We're not to do as the Parisians do.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Yes, but what is it that Nicholas will do?  

 

YEGOR:   Obviously, the motherland still hasn't recovered from Napoleon. 

Rebuilding Moscow is far from complete. And those campaigns 

against Persia and Turkey – war ain't cheap, you know. With bone 

cold coffers and empty, Nicholas needs help: soldiers and money. We 

fulfilled our conscription. Khoroshikin, Mitiushkin, and Ilyushka 

Dutlov should be arriving in the Capital as we speak.  

 

AVDOTYA:   And money. Money. How much? 

 

YEGOR:   5,000. But no need to panic! Completely . . . Polikushka's got 

3,000 on the way, and I've been able to scrape together another grand, 

and through a little tricky nibbling, I've gotten the final thousand on 
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credit. But it wasn't easy. Seems you've been living beyond your 

means, Madam. We're pressed. If we don't notch our belts, the devil 

may tighten his. However, as long as the crop comes in, and Zamatov 

gives Polikei payment, we can beat the squeeze. Note the bottom of 

that correspondence, Madam. 

  

AVDOTYA:   "Failure to comply will result in the seizure of all lands, serfs, 

and . . ." Not titles!  

 

YEGOR:   Everything will be fine, Madam! Our recruits are in the Capital, 

Polikei has surely collect his 3,000 and is bedding down before 

returning tomorrow, and the crop has never looked better. Never! 

 

AVDOTYA:   Of course. As we say: 
 

  Worry's such a silly thing, such a waste of time, 

  Worry 'bout most anything, and lose a life divine. 

  

DUNYASHA   (enters)  Avdotya Mikolavna, Yegor Mikhailovith, the 

Harvest Master requests that you come to the fields immediately! He 

says something terrible is happening. The grain is falling right off the 

stalks. It's as if it's all diseased. Never seen anything like it. All the 

grain in the fields is almost gone. "Come hastily," he says. "Please!" 

 

With a glance, all rush from the room. 

 

 

SCENE EIGHT 
 

An inn. Polikushka lies under a blanket. There is a knocking at the door and 

shouts outside to "open up!" The innkeeper rises. 

 

POLIKEI:   If you can't keep that cursed noise down, Innkeeper, I'll take my 

money and find another flophouse! That's the third time I've bedded 

down and been woken. I'm a traveling man, you know! 

  

INNKEEPER:  Alright, alright. What's to do, turn them away? H'ain't you 

read Scripture?  (knocking)  Who the devil? Coming! Coming! Try to 

sleep like the dead but the living got to poke in your grave. Coming! 

Hear, old Satan? Free boarding tonight! Come in! Come in! 

  

The Innkeeper opens door. Dutlov, Khoroshkin, Miniushkin, and Ilya await.  

 

DUTLOV:  We need a place. 
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INNKEEPER:  You found a place. Ten kopeks a man. 

 

DUTLOV:   Ten kopeks! 

 

INNKEEPER:   Don't like it? Move on and good luck. 

 

DUTLOV:   Alright, it's the Tsar's money anyway. These are new recruits. 

 

INNKEEPER   Forty kopeks. 

 

DUTLOV:   Here's thirty-five. Get the rest from Nicholas himself. Come in. 

Innkeeper, food! 

 

INNKEEPER:   "Innkeeper, food! Innkeeper, food!" I got people asleep, 

you know. You fashion a fracas and you put a saddle on my soul. It's 

bread and cheese or nothing at all. 

 

KHOROSHKIN   Bread. 

 

MITIKUSHKIN:  Cheese. 

 

ILYA:   And vodka. Give us vodka. 

 

DUTLOV:   You’re had enough vodka. Bread and cheese for the boys. No 

use waking people up. And soon. 

 

ILYA:  Bring us some vodka. 

 

INNKEEPER:  A real live one there. Learn him his manners or it’s chuck-

out time and soon. I got people of note here, times two. I’ll get your 

brick and black.  (exits) 

 

ILYA:   And bring us vodka! 

 

KHOROSHKIN:   Ilyushka, enough. You’re bound to get us the boot. 

 

DUTLOV:  I told you not to give him that. S'the first time he’s been drunk. 

 

MITIKUSHKIN:  Stuff it, old man. He’s going to be a soldier. Best get used 

to it, and worse besides. 

 

KHOROSHKIN:   It kept him quiet on the trip, didn’t it? 

 

DUTLOV:   Well you made this mess, you mop it out. I’ve got to oat the 

horses. Jackboot his manners or I’m on to the next inn alone.  (exits) 
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MITIUSHKIN:   Ilyushka, easy. One more sip. Then to bed. 

 

INNKEEPER:   (enters)  Here you go. But that’s all tonight. Finish it and be 

done with it and sing your lullaby. 

 

ILYA:   (drinks)  Ahh . . .  (burps)  All gone. 

 

INNKEEPER:  Keep that one mum. He makes trouble, I could land you all 

in jail. This is a respectable inn, you know.  

 

MITIKUSHKIN:   Sure, do a big favor and throw all us in jail instead of 

sending us off to war. That'll give us a good scare. 

 

INNKEEPER   Well . . . s'all the same. I been a soldier, you know. You bet I 

was. I was there against Napoleon and his 600,000. A nation of guns, 

they said. Greatest army ever assembled, they said. French, Italian, 

German, Poles, Swiss, Dutch: we went against 'em all, right here on 

the Motherland. Those were the days, ha! They destroyed Smolensk, 

they beat us at Borodino, and then, 'course, they took Moscow. Oh, 

when they took Moscow . . . Well, sure, everyone had left. And there's 

ol' Napoleon there, ol' Smartypants, setting up shop in the Kremlin. 

But Count Rostopchin was no fool. Little by little−a fire here, a tinder 

there−this building would go up, then that . . . and soon the whole city 

was ablaze. One giant candle lit for all 'a Russia. You know what that's 

like? No, you're just boys. It was like burning down your own home. 

But it worked. Napoleon offered Alexander a truce and Alexander told 

him to stuff it between his cheeks. I liked that. And then they started 

their retreat−and we were on 'em! Kutuzov's army and the swarms of 

Cossaks, and all our irregulars. And then it started to get cold, and I 

mean really cold. We chased 'em out as they died, walking over 

corpses frozen and thin as sticks. Then we massacred 'em at Beresinia. 

By the time they crossed the Niemen, they had 100,000 men left. Half 

a million French army dead. We skated over their blood. But . . . it's all 

the same.  

 

ILYA:   You have any more vodka, innkeeper? Just a little? 

 

INNKEEPER:   Alright, young man, you'll be alright. Eat, don't worry. 

 

ILYA:   I need a drink, I've got to . . . (spots Polikushka)  Ilyich, is that you? 

Polikushka? It is! 
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POLIKEI:   No, I mean, yes. I mean . . . hello, old friend. Khoroshkin, 

Mitushuskin, the same.  (other men greet Polikei) 

 

ILYA   You here, my old friend. Do you have any vodka? 

 

POLIKEI:   Ah, no. 

 

ILYA   Too bad. What are you doing in the Capital?  

 

POLIKEI:   Our Mistress. Bit 'a business.  

 

ILYA:   Our Mistress, ha! Don't even mention her. She sent me off to die. 

She could have bought the conscription, and Khoroshkin's and 

Mitushkin's. She'll take no pains for her Commune, Polikei. 

 

POLIKEI:   She can't buy ever conscription, Ilya, she'd have nothing left.  

 

ILYA:   Don't believe it. So here I am, going as a soldier. Said goodbye to 

my mother. and my new wife? How bad she felt. Polikei, please talk to 

the innkeeper? Set us up with some vodka. 

 

POLIKEI:   No money, no money.  (Ilya groans)  Take heart, dear friend, 

this is all as God gives. Perhaps they'll find you disqualified. 

 

ILYA:   Brother, I have always been sound as a birch and never sick a day 

in my life. How could they find me disqualified? How many more 

soldiers to die does the Tsar need? 

POLIKEI:   I heard of a man once, a muzhik, built like timber, came up with 

a little money, not much even, paid off the military doctor examining 

him, set free like that. 

 

ILYA:  Bribe? 

 

POLIKEI:   Yes. 

 

ILYA:   Wouldn't he have bought his own bloodline? No, he grudged his 

sons and grudged his money and sent me instead. Now I don't even 

want to get off. But I do want to get drunk. I am sorry, though, for my 

mother. War took her husband and it will take her son. That's the way 

they kill the women. And my poor wife? why'd they make me marry? 

 

POLIKEI:   Why did they take you on such short notice? 
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ILYA:   Fear that I'd do myself harm. I wouldn't, of course. I shan't be 

ruined by going as a soldier. See, when they found the conscription 

wasn't going to be− 

 

POLIKEI:   (pause)  Me. Yes, Ilya, if not me, you. 

 

ILYA:   It was a lottery for the devil and I won. 

 

POLIKEI:   I'm sorry, friend. But I've five children, you know.  

 

ILYA:   It's not you, Ilytch, or me. It's the Almighty−and that cursed goat of 

an uncle of mine−he's the devil, damn him! 

 

DUTLOV:   (enters)  I could eat some bread and cheese now. And I 

wouldn't mind some milk. And it'd better be fresh.  

 

ILYA:   You know why he came along? To see I wouldn't run away. 'Cause 

if I did, it'd cost him one of his own sons.  

 

DUTLOV:   Hear me, innkeeper, milk! Or I will make a ruckus.  

 

INNKEEPER:   I heard you, I heard you. Pipe down, grandpa, I'm going. 

 

ILYA:    I need milk, too, innkeeper, our Russian mother's milk: vodka! Or 

I'll make a ruckus, too! 

 

DUTLOV:   Keep your voice down, Ilyushka Dutlov. You've brought 

enough shame to your family. 

 

ILYA:   Have I, old man? I've brought shame? You've yet to learn what 

shame is. Listen, Innkeeper: if I don't get vodka, I'll do harm. 

 

INNKEEPER:   Bring him to reason, mister. 

 

MITIUSKIN:   Ilya, come on, Have some bread and cheese.  

 

ILYA:   Hear me, old man? It's vodka or I do harm! 

 

DUTLOV:   You're a punk. You never grew up. If you were my son, I'd 

have thrashed the life out of you. 

 

ILYA:   Must I say it again? 

 

MITI: and KHORO:   No, Ilya, don't. Please. Sit down. Come on. Please. 
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Ilya smashes a window or chair and screams. Polikushka turns away. Ilya 

goes to smash something else but the others jump on him, shouting. 

 

VOICES:   Stop, Ilya! What are you doing? What's wrong with you? Get 

him! Hold him! He's gone berserk! His legs! Legs! 

 

ILYA:   I'll kill all of you, thief!! Barbarian! Murderer! You ruined me! You 

and your sons! Devil! You'll shed your kinsman's blood, bloodsucker! 

 

DUTLOV:   Hold him tight. He means harm. Alright, you pitiless boy− 

enough!  (strikes him several very hard blows till the boy goes limp) 

 

MEN:   Dutlov! Quit! Stop! We have him! What are you doing? Stop! 

 

DUTLOV:   He's my nephew and I'll do as I please! It's my family honor! 

And one more! 

 

Dutlov delivers a final blow, which leaves Ilya's body limp. The men let go 

and move away from Dutlov in silence. 

 

DUTLOV:   What do you know about honor? I've been an elder!  (pause)  

Oh, it's all the same. Give up your belts. Tie him till morning. Give up 

your belts!  (they tie him up)  I told you, didn't I? It would be worse. 

You wouldn't believe me. More vodka! More vodka! Why should he 

sin? We all must die. Innkeeper, get a cloak for a pillow. I don't want 

the blood rushing to his head.  (beat)  Did you hear me! 

 

INNKEEPER:   Alright, but let this be the end of it. The end of it.  

 

MITIUSHKIN:   Ilya, I grieve for you. But what's to do? I'm married, too. 

 

DUTLOV:   Put him over there. And his hat. 

 

Mitiushkin and Khoroshkin move Ilya beside Polikei, who silently remains 

wrapped in disguise lying on the floor. The innkeeper returns with a cloak. 

They set Ilya's hat next to him. 

 

DUTLOV:   Am I not sorry to see him go? He's my own brother's son. I pity 

him like myself yet they make it out I've done him wrong. His wife put 

that into his head−a crafty woman, but quite young, too. The idea of 

thinking we had money to hire a substitute. Blamed me. Money, 

money, money−what's money? Money's dust! With my little means,     

I couldn't do anything for him. Who'd begrudge money if he had it? 
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KHOROSHKIN:   No one's accusing you of anything, Dutlov. 

 

DUTLOV:   Nothing in the world causes so much trouble as money and is 

says so in the Scripture. 

 

INNKEEPER:   A man told me the other day that there was a merchant, he 

made a lot of money and he didn't want any of it to stay behind. He 

loved his money so much that he took it with him to the tomb. He 

came to die and ordered every kopek put in a pillow beside his grave. 

So they did that. By and by, his sons began to seek for that money. 

None anywhere. So one smart boy suspected the money was in the 

grave, and they went to the Tsar and got permission to dig it up. And 

what do you think they found? Not a thing! But the grave was full of 

rot and mold and worms. So they filled it up. That's what money does. 

 

DUTLOV:   So much sin. I must pray.  

 

MEN:   Goodnight, Dutlov. Sleep well. It'll be better in the morning. He just 

needs to sleep this off. It's alright. It's all the same. 

 

 

SCENE NINE 
 

Still at the inn. The men sleep soundly, then . . .  

  

ILYA   My head . . . oh . . . where am I? Where am I? 
 

POLIKEI   Shhh. Shhh. Ilya, you're at the inn. 
 

ILYA   My head's a canyon. My uncle hit me Never speak the truth. One 

thing people cannot take is the truth. Hurts much more than this.  
 

POLIKEI   Keep your voice down. 
 

ILYA   Who is that? 
 

POLIKEI    Polikushka Ilyitch. 
 

ILYA   Polikei . . . 
 

POLIKEI   Shhh. 
 

ILYA   My hands, my legs. Afraid I might flee? That'd cost him dearly. 

Give me some water, old friend? I'm parched. Mm, my head. Ah, 

thank you. Good. That's cold. Good. 
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POLIKEI   You have a real lump. 
 

ILYA   Did Semyon Dutlov say anything after he hit me? 
 

POLIKEI   A prayer. 
 

ILYA   A blow and a prayer. Makes sense. My hands hurt. Loosen them? 
 

POLIKEI   Ilya, I better not. None of my business, you know.  
 

ILYA   Makes two of us.  (beat)  I understand. 
 

POLIKEI   Why not sleep? Everything will be fine in the morning. 
 

ILYA   Sure, everything will be fine . . . Amazing, isn't it? He binds his own 

nephew like a pig so he can't possibly escape. I'm ruined through my 

own blood. You know, Polikei, my mother said the Overseer told my 

uncle he'd loan him the money for a substitute, but my uncle refused to 

borrow−the pride. Have I brought nothing into that house? My own 

father killed defending Russia. Guns loves our family like no other. 

We serve a cruel Lord, 

 

POLIKEI   I don't know, Ilya. 

 

ILYA   Tell me, friend, if you had 300 rubles on you right now, say your 

last 300, and you could spare my life, would you? God's truth, I'd do 

that for you. Would you? 

 

POLIKEI   Of course.  

 

ILYA   I knew so. We have always been friends. I have never believed the 

harm said against you. I have even fought for you, defended your 

honor, yes. Funny, admitting it here and now. God . . . such an unjust 

and unmerciful God we serve. My life is . . .  (cries)  a ruin. Misery 

and pain. The villainy over us. 

 

POLIKEI   Shh. Shhhh. Please. You'll wake the others. Stop. 

 

ILYA   What does it matter? I wish I were dead! And my poor wife, she 

never got to know me. And all the babies I never had!  (cries)  What's 

to be done for a wretched man? Is there no one can help a wretched 

man? Ahhh!  (Polikushka can't stop his crying. He thinks, frets, then 

unbinds Ilya)  What are you doing? 
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POLIKEI   Get out of here. Run, quickly. You got your second life but it's 

bound to your heels. Send word when you've settled and I'll make sure 

your wife follows. The others will think you've loosened and escaped. 

Hurry! If they catch you they'll put you to death. 

 

ILYA   Oh, my dear friend. To you all the blessings of the Savior. We'll 

meet again. I know it. And soon. 

 

POLIKEI   I hope not. Now go! Go! 

 

ILYA   Bless you, friend! I'll requite you. Then a double sum. Goodbye, 

Ilyich. Goodbye! 

 

Ilya snatches Polikei's hat by accident and slips out. 

 

DUTLOV   (sleepily)  Ohhh, who's that? Who's that there? 

 

POLIKEI   (lies down quickly)  Nothing, Dutlov. All's well. Nothing wrong. 

Sleep. Sleep soundly, my friend. 

 

DUTLOV   (drowsily)  Uhh . . .  (snores) 

 

POLIKEI   (quiet glee)  Ah, Ilyich! You are an archangel! That any man 

could change so. A miracle in bone. Oh, Lord, I truly thank thee for 

my just deserts. You've restored my soul and paid me back for all I am 

owed. Thank you! Now sleep, Ilyitch, sleep. 

 

Polikei lies down and puts on his hat. He pats his head. He discovers his 

money is not there. He pats again and looks frantically on the floor.  

 

POLIKEI   My hat! Not my hat! Ilyushka Dutlov took my hat! 

 

DUTLOV   (waking)  Ohhh, what's that there? What's that? Who's there?  

 

POLIKEI   (lies down)  Ohh, nothing. Nothing, Semyon. Rest yourself. 

Everything is fine. Slumber, dear friend. Everything is fine. 

 

DUTLOV   (drowsily)  Uhhh . . .  (snores) 

 

POLIKEI   Everything . . . dear God . . . is fine. 

  

End of Act One 
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ACT TWO  --  SCENE TEN 
 

The home of Avdotya Mikolavna. Yegor and Avdodya interview Akulina. 

 

YEGOR:   No word yet, Akulina? No message, no note, no sight? 
 

AKULINA:   No, nothing, kind sir. 
 

YEGOR:   Well . . .  
 

AKULINA:   Perhaps something happened to the horse. Might it have gone 

lame? The last time, Polozov was gone four-and-twenty hours past his 

expected arrival. 
 

YEGOR:   It is now FIVE-and-twenty hours past your husband's expected 

arrival. And is not Ilyitch a horse doctor himself if something 

happened to Baraban? And would not he have sent word ahead with a 

traveler? Not one word from him! Where is he? 
 

AKULINA:   I am sure he will return. He would never abandon his babies. 
 

YEGOR:   I wish I shared your optimism, girl. The fact is that Polikei is not 

here and neither is our 3,000. 
 

AVDOTYA:   What is it, Dunyasha? 
 

DUNYASHA:   (rushing in)  The envoy is here from the Tsar and blowing 

steam in the parlor. He demands to be seen immediately.  
 

AVDOTA   Send him in. (Dunyasha exits) You can't feed an alderman on air.  
 

AKULINA:   Trust me. Polikei is reformed. Something happened.  (exits) 
 

AVDOTYA:   Well? 
 

YEGOR:   Probably half-way to the Baltic by now. A case of vodka at his 

side, bag of oats by Baraban's mouth. If he reaches Lithuania, they'll 

make him a prince. I'll be ruled by men like that someday. 
 

AVDOTYA:   Perhaps he did get detained. 
 

YEGOR:   Come, Avdoya Mikolavna! I told you. If you'd have chosen 

Polikuska for conscription instead of Ilya, we'd have downed two 

pigeons in a single stone's throw. Your money would be in our pockets 

and the Tsar would have his man. I hate positive people. 
 

Envoy enters. 
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AVDOTYA:   Ah, welcome, Master Envoy! So good to see you. Would you 

care for a refreshment? Dunyasha, would you— 

 

ENVOY:   No more to drink! My blatter'll burst. I been drinkin' the whole 

day. Where's the Tsar's 5,000? You're not the only farm I have to collect 

from. If I don't return with a bank-full, Nicholas will slit my throat.  

 

AVDOTYA:   I understand completely and would like to present to you . . . 

1,900 rubles for the Tsar! There, Master Envoy, you may proceed. 

 

ENVOY:   1,900? Ha, ha. Very good. The other 3,100 please? 

 

AVDOTYA:   I'm afraid there's been a misunderstanding. Mikailovitch, you 

told me 1,900.  

 

YEGOR:   I specifically said 5,000. 

 

AVDOTYA   Then get the physician! I'm having that medical problem 

again. Monaudial parafin stuffus. No fear, Envoy, we shall have 

another man returning tomorrow from the Capital with another bundle. 

Make yourself comfortable. 

 

ENVOY:   What the devil is going on here? You keep me housed like a serf 

and waiting like an unmilked heifer. Where's the Tsar's five grand! 

 

AVDOTYA:   On the way, I said. 

 

ENVOY:   Which you said 24 hours ago! Listen, you two, don't think the 

Tsar takes any of this lightly. He's had the farms and heads of several 

landholders already who were only slightly uncooperative. We have a 

saying in Moscow, you know: "Lithuanians can pronounce nyet." So if 

you know what's good for you, Avdotya Mikolavna, and you Fancy-

Talking Overseer, you'll come up with both answers and money now! 

 

AVDOTYA:   Who do you think you are talking to? I've half a mind to have 

you beaten in the square. Do you realize you're addressing nobility! 

Quiet, Mikhalovitch! I hold the Lineage Royale, Pious Envoy. I share 

the same blood that pulsed the veins of Peter. That I wouldn't give 

everything, my soul even, to keep my Royal Cousin safe is sacrilege! 

But you, a mere functionary, an accountant, throw impudence in a Royal 

direction! Well, let me tell you, Foul Administrator, that you'll get your 

money, and your soldiers, and a brutal lesson in what it means to be 

Russian, besides! 

 

Dunyasha dashes in with Dutlov close behind. 
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DUNYASHA:   Madam, excuse me. It's Semyon Dutlov from the Capital. 

 

YEGOR:   Well, Dutlov? Have you seen Polikushka? Have you? 

 

DUTLOV:   Fair sir and madam . . . Polikei? Matter of fact he stayed at the 

same inn—but I didn't see him. Khoroshkin and Mitiushkin said he 

was there but he was gone in the morning when I arose. But, please, I 

beg your forgiveness: my nephew, Ilya, has run off and deserted the 

Tsar's army before he's even joined. Please don't take my oldest. I'll 

borrow the 300 rubles for a replacement now. I beg you, please. 
 

ENVOY:   (smiling)  Well. Seems now the Tsar is a soldier shy as well? It's 

all the same. What difference will it make to Nicholas? Missing one 

soldier or 3,000 rubles? The outcome will be the same for you. 
 

YEGOR:    Mr. Envoy— 
 

ENVOY:    You've 24 hours. It's a pleasant day. I'll walk the fields and size 

them up for one of the Tsar's nephews or generals. Oh, by the way, you 

aren't the only one with the Lineage Royale. My great-grandmother was 

a maid in the chambers of Ivan. We're related. Good day, cousin.  (exits) 
 

YEGOR:   I don't like that man at all. Don't like him at all.   

 

 

SCENE ELEVEN 
 

An alleyway. Polikei sits outside the doorway of a building from which 

comes raucous hooliganism, shouts and dancing. 

 

VOICES INSIDE   Ha-ha! Ho! Deal another one! She's a fine one, she is! 

What a voice! Who cares about her voice?  She's going to start again. 

Shut up! shut up! Deal 'em!  (singing is heard) 
 

POLIKEI   (to himself)  I have ruined my youth. Not really, but that phrase 

keeps sticking in my head: I have ruined my youth, ruined my youth. I 

ruined my youth all the while I was a youth. 
 

VOICES INSIDE   That was an ace stupid! That takes all. Where'd that come 

from? Wasn't that played before? Shut up! I'm trying to hear her sing! 
 

POLIKEI   (yells)  How d'you expect anyone to get a good night's sleep?  

(turns)  Why did I want to be Principal Man. I like being horse doctor. 

I'm a good horse doctor. 
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VOICES INSIDE   He won again! How the devil did he do that? Look at 

that pot. He's the greatest player in all Russia. Shut up, will you? She's 

singing my favorite song now! Da-da-da-deee! 

 

POLIKEI   (counts change)  One-and-a-half rubles. Not only did I lose the 

3,122, but I've spent all my commissions. My head will be put on a 

pole. Might as well spend these last few shavings on a final meal. 

 

VOICES INSIDE   Wheee! She's fantastic! What talent, what a voice! Who 

cares about her voice? C'mere! She's Bear's woman. He'll kill you! 

 

POLIKEI   All I need is a belt, a knot, and an oak. But the river would work 

well. Off the bridge and splunch! Or at dinner I could ask the waiter 

for a sharp knife: drive it into my side. No, couldn't stand the mess.  

 

BEAR'S VOICE   Get that young swine out of here! Drag him away. He's 

drunk and he owes me 300 besides. Out with the swine, I say! 

 

POLIKEI   My wife. Poor babies. Before God, I did try. But I'm stained. 

Heaven won't take a soul scorched like the pitch of Old Harry.  

 

ILYA'S VOICE   I know how you won, Bear, but you don't fool me. I'll be 

back, you understand? 

 

BEAR   (appears)  Throw the stupid peasant out! And listen, you: it's 300 

by the end of the week or I'll kill you. Show this rat's hole the egress. 
 

Men appear holding Ilya and throw him out the door. They laugh and spit and 

whistle at Ilya. Ilya is dishevelled but in a wonderful new suit of clothes. 
 

BEAR   300, pig, or your throat! What you have to put up with these days.  

(exits inside)  Boys, deal another! Where's Katterina? Ah, my love! 
 

ILYA:   What a wretch. That vodka.  (stands)  I'll get you back, cheat! You 

haven't see the last of me!  (turns)  Look at my clothes. Mister, spare a 

few kopeks? Drop of vodka for a poor man? 
 

POLIKEI:   Why not? My last one-and-a-half. Take it. Finish the job. 

 

ILYA:   Thank you, sir— Polikei? Polikushka? It's me. Ilyushka Dutlov.  

 

POLIKEI:   Ilya? Ilya? Ilya! Haaa! I'm saved! Where's my money? Where? 

It's a miracle! Lord, you did not abandon me. My prayers answered! 

 

ILYA:   Your money? Your money? 
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POLIKEI:   In my hat. My hat. 3,122. God,  I'll never err again! 

 

ILYA:   Your money. Oh. Ohhh. I . . .  

 

POLIKEI:   What? What? No, don't say it. Nov . . . 

 

ILYA:   I thought that money was a godsend. To give me a new beginning. 

I've lost it. All of it. And 300 more besides. It was cards and vodka. 

You understand vodka, Polikei? 

 

POLIKEI:   My life is lost in a card game. God, you're a joker.  

 

ILYA:   Where did you get so much money? 

 

POLIKEI:   It wasn't my money. It's in expectation of the harvest. Mistress 

sent me to fetch it. 

 

ILYA:   Oh, Polikei. You're a dead man. 

 

POLIKEI:   And what is the life worth of a man who deserts the Tsar's army 

and loses a fortune on cards? 
 

ILYA:   Don't rub it in. 
 

POLIKEI:   Ilya, 3,122! 
 

ILYA:   I didn't lose it all at cards! I have this suit. And I lived like a count 

for a day. I had the best of everything: caviar, carriages. Then I met 

some men who insisted I join their table. We were having such a grand 

time. Then they bid me come to the back room for the best food and 

drink—how could I refuse? The vodka kept coming and by the time I 

realized I was being swindled, I was so far in the hole I couldn't get 

out. They're cheats, see? and I figured out their trick too late. 

 

POLIKEI:   Ilya, what about your wife? Didn't you think of her? 

 

ILYA:   Of course not. When a man is on a spree, he's on a spree. There's a 

time for everything.  (thinks)  Now where to, East or West? 
 

Two men cross the stage to the dance hall. 
 

MAN:   Young man, you are really going to like it. All the vodka you can 

drink. And the entertainment: Katterina, wow wow wow! Can she sing. 

And let me introduce you to friends. Bartolomo, this is Igor! 
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The men enter the dance hall and are greeted inside with shouts of welcome. 
 

ILYA:   They found another fish. The Capital is a terrible place. And I'd just 

found out how he cheats. A few more hands, I'd have turned it around. 
 

POLIKEI:   West. They say France is something.  
 

ILYA:   Too bad you don't play, Polikei. I could send you in with his tricks 

and you could win back twice that. Take a haul from Bear in front of 

his girl's face? She's the singer, you know. 
 

POLIKEI:   West. Siberia is refreshing. 
 

ILYA:   'Course you'd have to get a stake. Some real money. And clothes.  
 

POLIKEI:   Drink or eat? Let's get good and drunk and go for deep swim.  

(sings)  Nothing, nothing, nothing . . .  
 

ILYA:   Belgium. A long walk. Will you come?  
 

POLIKEI:   I don't speak French and don't plan to. No, I'll make arrangements 

for Baraban to be take back to Pokrovskoye. Write my wife. Take a dip.   
 

ILYA:   You've Baraban? She's a fine old girl.  
 

POLIKEI:   Oh, I was Principal Man in my time. Drove an elegant carriage 

with leather reigns. That carriage is worth a sum of money, you know? 
 

ILYA:   Indeed. Well, I need vodka. A last drink before we separate, friend?  
 

POLIKEI:   A last drink before I go South. Nostrovia, Ilya.  (sings)  

Nothing, nothing, nothing can help me . . . do-do-do-do-do . . .  

 

Arm-in-arm, they exit the stage. 

 

 

SCENE TWELVE 
 

The meeting hall with shouting muzhiks. 

 

REZUN:   Alright, quiet down now! Quiet! We have to reach a decision. 

Our backs are against the wall. 

 

M. VOROTSYNEV:   Why shouldn't it be possible to determine our 

judgments peaceably, according to Christian values and honest thought? 
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VOICES:   Here, here! She's right! That's the truth! Why not? 

 

M. VOROTSYNEV:   Which our own Lord in Heaven taught is— 

 

REZUN:   Madame Vorotsynev, shut up! Go about your business and go! 

 

VOICES:   Yes! Why the devil does she keep butting in? Who does she 

think she is? Go about your business! Hag! Leave! 

 

REZUN:   Let's get on with it. I don't fancy having a Master who's a general 

or the nephew of the Tsar, or anyone other than Mistress Mikolavna. 

 

KOPYLOV:   You know what a general would have us doing? Marching in 

the fields at sunrise, then putting in a full day's work My cousin in 

Kiev says it's just so.  
 

VOICES:    Booo! Forget it! Awful! Never in a million years! Stop them! 
 

STAROSTIN:   Do you really think you have a choice in the matter? Listen, 

here's advice: quit this meeting, keep your mouths shut and go about 

your business. Stick your hand in this, you'll get your wrist slit.  
 

DUTLOV:   Starostin, that's the story of your life, isn't it? Play it safe, keep 

your mouth shut, and bend every rule in your favor. 
 

STAROSTIN:   Yes, Dutlov, it is. You talk so haughtily to me. Well, look 

what you got: a nephew to be shot for desertion and your eldest to 

replace him in Poland. And you tell me how to make decisions? 
 

DUTLOV:   I won't be spoken to like that! I've been an elder! 
 

REZUN:   Alright, enough you two.  (stops them)  Nobody's making you 

stay, Starostin. There's the door.  (Starostin stays put) 

 

DUTLOV:   Of course he won't leave! And miss some information he could 

use to his advantage? 

 

REZUN:   Dutlov, enough! Alright. We're in trouble unless you fancy your 

feet in jackboots. 1,300 rubles is what we need. We've had to scrape just 

to make the conscription money. Who has ideas on how to find the rest? 

 

VOICES:   That is a lot of money. I don't know. 1,300? Whew. Where will 

it come from? Not my pocket. Lord. 
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MELNICHNY:   Why won't you adress the real problem? It's not money, 

nor a general, nor anything else. They'll all do as they wish and if you 

don't like it, kiss your sweet back goodbye. When will we learn to 

stand alone and take what belongs to us? Now you want us to give 

them more money so they'll keep us penned like pigs! 

 

VOICES:   What's he talking about? That's treason! He's right, you know. 

I've thought that before. No, no! I don't like any of this! Is it true? 

 

REZUN:   Enough of that talk, Melnichny!  (beat)  Now's not the time. 

Someday . . . Now, look, we couldn't ask for a better Mistress than 

Avdotya Mikoloana. We help her, or lose her. 

 

DUTLOV:   Here's 50 from me. Never let it be said that Semyon Dutlov 

didn't perform anything in the interest of the commune. 

 

STAROSTIN:   Here's 60 from me. More. Your pride will always be your 

downfall, old man. 

 

KOPYLOV:   I've only got 30 but I'll give it, gladly. Things needn't change. 

 

REZUN:   Good. Who else? 

 

VOICES:   Here's 50. I don't like wearing army boots to bed. 40 here. All I 

have I'll chip in. Honestly, I only have 10. And 30 more.  (continues)  

 

REZUN:   That's all. Except Melnichny. Well? 

 

MELNICHNY:   Nothing personally against Avdotya Mikolavna, but I'd as 

well hang as pay someone to own me. 

 

VOICES:   Did you hear what he said? Trouble, that is. What's he saying? 

They'll cut his throat. Melnichny, no! No! 

 

REZUN:   Out! Out of here! Never step in this hall again.  

 

MELNICHNY:   Gladly,  (at door)  Fools, there will be reckoning.  (exits) 

 

REZUN:   So we have three-twenty here. A thousand short. Impossible . . .  

 

STAROSTIN:   Well, best to give me mine back then. I'll safely keep it. 

 

KOPYLOV:   I'm in the same boat. I need that thirty.  
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VOICES:   (except Dutlov)  Better have that forty. Fifty, I need. I put twenty 

in. Come on, I need my money. Let's have it, Rezun! Give it over now! 

 

REZUN:   Look, we're not giving up yet! Only a thousand more! 

 

VOICES:   A thousand! You're cracked! Give it back, thief! I'll kill you if I 

don't! They're right about those saws! I'll do violence! Give it! Grab it! 

 

Rezun tries to calm the crowd but it reaches near hysteria. The Overseer 

enters with Avdotya Mikolavna and they come to silence as they notice. 

 

YEGOR:   What's going on? Commune called a meeting without Overseer? 

 

REZUN:   Apologies, Mikhailovitch. We didn't want you or the Mistress to 

know. We've heard of the predicament and dug in our cellars to give 

you this. Sadly, only 320.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Feodor Rezun, all of you, I am deeply touched. This means 

more to me than having all the money to pay the Tsar. Which I don't. 

And can't. Therefore, keep you rubles. Save them for your children, or 

your life under your next . . . How is the crop, Harvest Master? 

 

HARVEST MASTER:   Never seen anything like it. All the grain's fallen 

off the stalks. Don't understand. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Matters of nature in these trying times are for us not to 

understand. It's all as God wills. We must simply pray, please Him, 

and find penance in a daily toil, though our labor be a loss. Life has 

seemed hard for you, surely, and more difficult days lie ahead. For this 

world brings broken hopes, unfulfilled promise, and grave expectation 

of pain. But our souls shine, like Helios though Nimbus, with a divine 

knowledge of a greater good to come in the world next.  (beat)  I had 

hoped to sell of some of the farm as recompense for the debt, but with 

the condition of the crop, it's no good. And how could I break up your 

lives, whose ancestors have served this soil, as my ancestors have 

fostered it? Some may call me Lithuanian but you know I am Russian 

to my bones. I would and will die for this land. 

 

DUTLOV:   Avdotya Mikolavna, you're right, it is as God wills. But can't 

something be done? Mikhalovitch, tell us what to do. 

 

YEGOR:   You live on this spot of dirt and now must obey the laws over it. 

It will be the Tsar's now. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Let us bow and pray. 
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As they bow, Akulina rushes in with a man. 

 

AKULINA:   Avdotya Mikolavna! Yegor Mikhailovitch! He's seen him! 

This man from the Capital! 

 

YEGOR:   What is it, girl? 

 

AKULINA:   Postrovnitch, he's seen Polikei in the Capital! I stopped every 

carriage coming by on the road 

 

YEGOR:   What! Sir, you've seen Ilyitch in the Capital? 

 

POSTROVNITCH:   Sure. While I was there picking up a plow, I spotted 

him. I said, "Hey, you're Ilyitch. right? From Mikolavna's?" And I asked 

him if he'd like to come with me for the long ride home. Well, he 

cowered off like a rump-beaten mutt. I called to him but it was no use. 

 

YEGOR:   You're sure it was Polikushka?  

 

POSTROVNITCH:   Oh, I remember him. He drank a pail of vodka in front 

of me while he delivered a calf.  

 

YEGOR:   When did you see him? 

 

POSTROVNITCH:   Less than a day ago. I've come straight back. 

 

AVDOTYA:   What is it, Yegor? 

 

YEGOR:   We've got time if we leave now. Maybe he's gone nuts. Lost his 

sense and only got drunk. Maybe he's still in the Capital. If we ride the 

night, what's to lose? We could find Ilyitch, get the money, return to 

pay the Enjoy, and pay any extra for the missing Dutlov's conscription. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Go! Go with my blessing! 

 

VOICES:   Hurray! Find him! Give it your best shot! Get him! Go! Yes! 

 

YEGOR:   To the stables! We'll see how many we can take. 

 

DUTLOV:   Overseer, please let me go along. I'll find my nephew, I swear, 

then let me be the first to beat him unconscious. 

 

YEGOR:   Sure, Dutlov, you can be the first. 

 

AKULINA:   Madame!  (gazes desperately at Avdotya) 
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AVDOTYA:   (pause)  Yegor, I do not want Polikushka harmed.  

 

YEGOR:   (men grumble, Yegor smiles)  What, we do harm? We shall 

behave only like the best of Christians. Let's go!   

 

The throng cheers as they dash out the door. 

 

 
SCENE THIRTEEN 
 

Polikey and Ilya are on a street in the Capital. They have switched clothes. 

 

POLIKEI:   It'll never work. We're bound to be caught. 

 

ILYA:   What's to lose? Follow me. Stay, Baraban, stay. 

 

POLIKEI:   The clothes don't fit, Ilya. 

 

ILYA:   I'm not Ilya. Vasili. And you're Ivan, remember. It's one of these 

shops. Ah, here it is! No light, well . . .  
 

POLIKEI:   The right eye means more, the left eye means hold, and what 

was the forehead again? 
 

ILYA:   Drop out! And the trumps: scratch the nose is one, left ear is two, 

right ear three, belly is four. But if we don't get money, it's all for 

naught. Come on.  (knocks on door)  Hello! Hello! Wake up in there!  

(to Polikushka) Growl, Ivan. 
 

POLIKEI:   Grrrrr. Grrrrr. 
 

MERCHANT:   Who the devil's there? 
 

ILYA:   We've come to make your fortune, sir. 
 

MERCHANT:   Shop's closed. Come back in the morning. 
 

ILYA:   Tsar's nephew wouldn't like that. Not at all.  (to Polikei)  Growl!  
 

MERCHANT:   What's that you say? Tsar's nephew?  
 

ILYA:   Ivan the Eighth. Bloody Ivan. Ivan the Butcher.  (to Polikei)  Polikei!  
 

POLIKEI:   I'm doing my best.  (then)  Hargh! What's the delay, Vasili? Off 

with their heads! Harrrgh! Harrragh! 
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MERCHANT:   Alright, alright, I'm coming, I'm coming. What'd you say 

there? Ivan? Who's Ivan?  (Merchant comes out with a candle) 

 

ILYA:   (blows candle out)  Not a candle! In the name of Nicholas, don't 

you know the Romanovs can't stand that kind of light? 

 

MERCHANT:   Well, no, I— 

 

POLIKEI:   Harragh! 

 

MERCHANT:   What's wrong with him? 

 

ILYA:   Stark mad, sir. Lunatic of the Romanov family. Keep your distance. 

Doctors have tried everything but there's butchery in that blood.  

 

MERCHANT:   Oh! What's he want? I've done nothing. 

 

ILYA:   You can't reason with maniacs, Merchant. I'm just his manservant. 

He had me curb his carriage, that's all. Ask what he wants. 

 

MERCHANT:   W-w-w-what do you want?  (Polikei snarls)  What in the 

name of Lucifer does that mean?  

 

ILYA:   He's pointing to the carriage. The Royal Carriage. What is it, Liege?  

 

POLIKEI:   How . . . much . . ? 

 

ILYA:   . . . How . . . much! Are you a carriage merchant by any chance? 

 

MERCHANT:   Well, yes. 

 

ILYA:   He wants to sell the Royal Carriage. But what would your uncle say? 

 

POLIKEI:   I'll have your heads! I'll tear out your eyes and boil your blood! 

 

ILYA:   What he means, Merchant, is how much will you give for his 

carriage? I'm his third coachman this month! He'll kill me! How much? 

 

MERCHANT:   That's the Royal Carriage?  Behind that slump-backed nag?   

(Polikei growls)  What? What did I say?  

 

ILYA:   I wish you hadn't said that? 

 

MERCHANT:   What? 
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ILYA:   That nag, as you call it, is Baraban the Great: a steady steed with 

lineage back to Alexander's Persian victory, carried men into a blistered, 

burning Moscow, and cantered through the crystal courts of Warsaw! 

 

MERCHANT:   That horse? 

 

POLIKEI:   Off with his head! My saber, Vasili! Off with his head! 

 

ILYA:   Highness—!  (turns)  Quick, make him an offer. Don't dawdle, 

idiot, he's here for a reason. 

 

MERCHANT:   Uh, uh, uh, three-hundred. 

 

ILYA:  Make it a thousand! 

 

MERCHANT:  I've only got five-hundred in my shop! 

 

ILYA:   Sold! Get it, moron. He came for a reason. Now!  (Merchant exits) 

Alright, don't overdo it. You want to make him suspicious? Polikei! 

 

POLIKEI:   I want him dead, y'hear? I want the villain's nape. I'll string him 

by the talus and boil his blood for borsch. Grind his grits to grain! Argh!  

 

ILYA:   That'll be enough, Polikushka. Polikei, stop. 

 

MERCHANT:   (returning)  Here it is. All I have.   

 

ILYA:   (takes money)  One word of this to Nicholas and we're all of us   

dead. Keep Baraban under cover and well fed. This fit may end sharply 

and if he comes back for his mare, you'd better have her in the pink. 

 

MERCHANT:   Of course, of course. 

 

ILYA:   That's the spirit. Come, Majesty, we've got your money, this way. 

 

POLIKEI:  Where's my truncheon? I want flesh. Screams are music I like best! 

 

ILYA:   Here's money. Here's the scent. This way . . . this way . . . 

 

POLIKEI:   Convulsions, agony, pain, torture, torment, writhing, death! Argh! 

 

MERCHANT:   Boy . . .  

 

Baraban neighs as lights fade. 
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SCENE FOURTEEN 
 

Dance hall. Bear at the head of a table. Men play cards as drinks are served. 

 

SUCKER:   (lays down cards)  And a seven, a king, another king . . . and a 

deuce! Ho-ho! Maybe luck's furlough is over for me. About time she 

returned. And a good pot. I needed that. Whew!  (goes to clear pot) 

 

BEAR:   Whoa, whoa, young man. I haven't played my hand yet. 

 

SUCKER:   (nervous)  Ha. That's a triple junket. You can't possibly beat that? 

 

BEAR:   Well, shall we see? I've got an eight over your seven, a queen 

under your king, and her sister, and an ace under your deuce.   
 

SUCKER:   No. No. 
 

BEAR:   Think that's called a shingle. Read 'em and weep, as the saying goes.  
 

SUCKER:   How did you get those cards? Impossible. 
 

BEAR:   Take him out, boys.  (men drag him out)  And look, that's 250 you 

owe me. I want it by the end of the week or I'll have your neck. 
 

SUCKER:   You're a cheat, you hear? No way you could've made that hand. 

 

BEAR:   Beat the pulp out of him, too! No one drinks my vodka and accuses 

me of swindle. 

 

VOICES:   (dragging him out)  Swine! Hang him! Give him a few good 

slugs for me as well! Putrid dog! Harder! Ugh! Pound him! There! 

 

BEAR:   Filthy peasant.  (counting money)  6,000 here, boys. It's been our 

week.  (toasting)  To a little glass, fat dogs, pretty women, and the 

sweeping in of money. Nostrovia!  (toasts)  Hey, where's Katerina? I 

want a song. Time to celebrate. Katerina! 

 

KATERINA:   (entering)  No more! Bear, my love, I am sung out. I have 

given all for the stage. Like all good things, you must wait. 

 

BEAR:   But my love-toy, your Bear was working through the night to keep 

you in minks and robes, sweating for your imported Turkish divans 

and French bonbons, and the silk you wear in places I cannot mention. 
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KATERINA:   My Bear, those things mean nothing to me. All my life men 

have sought my attention through objects given: the finest jewels and 

gowns, hosiery for queens, lilies from India, bergamot, turquoise and 

jasmine—yet now I find it all to have a fetor. One is encumbered by a 

heresy of things material. No, I long now to have nothing but to find a 

good man who carries his weight in his soul. 
 

BEAR:   Huh. But my queen, how am I to display my affections? 
 

KATERINA:   There are mysteries men may never solve. The heart of a 

woman is a labyrinth, deep and untidy, not simple and artless as the 

hearts of men. To burrow in those places hollow and profound requires a 

miner of spirit and soul, whose very marrow must shimmer like waters 

along a golden brook. They say somewhere men like that exist, but are 

rarer than the snows of May. You see, my heart is a cavern: closed and 

sealed by the rough boards of life, by men like brutes who stomp and 

stone their way to petty resolution. Well, let my heart stay dammed. Let 

the dense canals leading to its core crumble with the weight of abandon, 

for there exists no man, in our time, no excavator, in this life, for this 

woman, whose hands and mind are capable of her soul mining.  
 

BEAR:   Mean me, too? 
 

KATERINA:   Yes. No. Yes. I don't know! Why am I so melancholy 

tonight? The blood of a Russian is sweet and sour! Vodka! Vodka! 

Play the piano! Let me dance and sing!  (she throws back a shot) 
 

Piano begins and men cheer. Katerina dances and is about to sing when the 

piano stops. All look to the door to see Polikei and Ilya (disguised) standing.  
 

BEAR:   You have business? 
 

POLIKEI:   I'm seeking a man called Bear.    
 

BEAR:   Well? 
 

POLIKEI:   You can't be Bear. I heard he was a big man. 
 

BEAR:   A joker. What d'you want? 
 

POLIKEI:   Your money. 
 

BEAR:   Listen, boys. Smart guy here. Another Pushkin.  (laughs)  Who'd 

you bring along? 
 

POLIKEI:   My serf. 
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BEAR:   At least you're not a Reformist. Counts for something. So you want 

my money, huh? Closed. Come back tomorrow.  

 

POLIKEI:   You don't understand. 

 

BEAR:   I understand perfectly.  (beat)  Look, you don't seem like such a 

bad fellow. Join me for a vodka but no more cards tonight. 

 

POLIKEI:   I don't want vodka, I want you money and I want it now. Look, 

one, two, three, four, five-hundred. Yours if you beat me.  

 

BEAR:   500? Look here: 6,000. Keep your chicken feed.  (then)  Got a name? 

 

POLIKEI:   Ilyitch. Ivan. 

 

BEAR:   Look, Ilyitch Ivan, you want to give away your dough, there's plenty 

of beggars on the street. Or see me at sun-up, I'll take it then.  

 

POLIKEI:   Guess I'll go off to Petersburg. Too bad. They all told me you 

were second best. 

 

BEAR:   Second best? Who's best? 

 

POLIKEI:   Glad to know you have a sense of humor, too.  (turns) 

 

KATERINA:   Wait! You can stay for a drink, can't you, Ilyitch Ivan? It's a 

long, dry road to Petersburg. I remember.  

 

ILYA:   Of course you can, Master. You've time. Stay for one.  

 

KATERINA:   A small one? 

 

POLIKEI:   (hesitating)  A shorty. 

 

KATERINA:   (pours huge glass)  I've been to Petersburg many times. My 

favorite city in all Russia: the Italian architecture, the classic beauty, 

the Winter Palace. Not like this miserable little hole. Where are you 

going? Opera, ballet, theatre? I could tell the moment you walked in 

that you are a man of the arts. To Petersburg! 

 

ALL:   (toasting)  Petersburg! 
 

KATERINA:   I've sung in the Great Hall. That reckless lifestyle among 

artists. Those Winter Nights. Carnivals all through the evenings of 

June and July. My soul longs to go back. There is a poverty I feel. 
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POLIKEI:   Then . . . you should. 
 

KATERINA:   Oh, I should, I should.  (beat)  Are you asking me? Yes, yes, 

monsieur, take me to Petersburg! Where my soul lives! I long to be an 

artist again walking the streets in song. What happened? What've I done 

with my life?  (to Polikei)  Ready? I won't even take luggage. I'll strip 

my self bare, have no identity, born again! My soul's been weeping for 

this chance. I'll rename myself and begin a new life with you, Ivan! 
 

BEAR:   Wait a minute, Katerina Tyutchev— 
 

KATERINA:   That's not my name. Who are you addressing? No, listen, 

Bear, you have no say in this. My decisions are ever my own. 
 

BEAR:   Love, you're having a whimmy. You'll change your mind in the 

morning. It's melancholy and vodka speaking now.  
 

KATERINA:   Then let my melancholy gallop apace, by whip and spur let it 

lead me to my new life! And I'll drink! Let us go, Ivan! 
 

BEAR:   I shan't allow it. 
 

KATERINA:   Finish your drink, Ivan, we're on our way! 
 

BEAR:   Was this a ploy, Sharpie? A plan to steal my love? 
 

POLIKEI:   I—well— 
 

BEAR:   Skillfully done but not well enough! Take out your 500. It's cards 

you'll get. Not another word, Katerina, and—yes—that's your name. 

Ho, you think I'll be your dupe? Run off with this playboy who enters 

on the pretense of card playing? Well, run off if you like but run off 

dead broke and naked as the day you were born. Name the game, Ivan!  
 

ILYA:   Preference! 
 

BEAR:   Had to pick that, did you? My own favorite. Well, gentlemen, sit 

down. We're wasting golden moments.  
 

KATERINA:   Ivan, you can't! No one's ever beaten him. I'll stay. I fear for 

your life now. Take your money and go. 
 

POLIKEI:   Alright. 
 

ILYA:   No! He stays. Don't you, Master? 
 

POLIKEI:   Must I? 
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KATERINA:   So brave a man. Throws away his life as if it's rubbish. Yes, 

stay and Fates be damned! Play: for tomorrow is but a laugh and a song! 
 

BEAT:   Ready, Sharpie? Will you start the bank? Fifty a hand. 
 

POLIKEI:   You know, the more I think about it— 
 

BEAR:   Not enough? I'm not afraid of you. Double it. A hundred! Vodka! 

Vodka! Quick! My blood boils. To your health, Ivan. You'll need it.  
 

POLIKEI:   Of course, to my health. I'll need it. I'll need it. 

 

Cards are deal and all drink as Katerina looks on admiringly. 

 
 

SCENE FIFTEEN 
 

Street in the Capital. A horse and wagon are heard. 
 

YEGOR:   (voice)  Whoa! Whoa there, old fella. Stop here. This is the part 

of the city we have to cover. This is our street. 
 

DUTLOV:   (appears)  Which way should I go, Overseer? I've been to the 

Capital City but rarely and do not know my way. 
 

YEGOR:   It's very easy, Dutlov. My grandfather showed me the trick. Give 

me your hand. Put your pinky back. That's the city. The center line of 

your palm is the river. From there, you'll always know where you are.  
 

DUTLOV:   Where are we? 
 

YEGOR:   The third callus.  
 

DUTLOV:   I see. And where should I cover? 
 

YEGOR:   All the way to the wart. Take this road. When you reach a dead 

end, come back on the crack to your right. If you get stopped for being 

suspicious looking, plead drunkenness. They'll always let you off. 
 

DUTLOV:   Kind Overseer, thank you again for letting me come. It's my 

dream now to find my nephew and beat him disabled.  
 

YEGOR:   I'll wait here. The others know where to meet us. 
 

DUTLOV:   Right. See you soon!  (ambles off) 
 

Sasha, the twin sister of Dunyasha, appears covered in straw bits. 
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SASHA:   Where are we? 
 

YEGOR:   Kiss me first.   
 

SASHA:   Whoa, Yegor Mikhalovitch! 
 

YEGOR:   (hesitates, tries a new ploy)  I told you, didn't I? 
 

SASHA:   The Capital city, you did. My sister said never to believe you. 
 

YEGOR:   Your sister, argh, never listen to her. She'll make you an old prude.  
 

SASHA:   But Overseer— 
 

YEGOR:   We've probably just an hour. There's an inn around the corner. 

I could do with a nap after the long trip. 
 

SASHA:   I'll walk around then. I slept most of the way. 
 

YEGOR:   No, I meant for you to come with me. 
 

SASHA:   But I'm wide awake. I'd never sleep. 
 

YEGOR:   Exactly. 
 

SASHA:   What? 
 

YEGOR:   Sasha Simonavna, you must be exhausted. You need beauty rest. 

A heap of straw is no place for you. 
 

SASHA:   But am I not beautiful, Yegor Mikhailovitch? You told me so 

many times, in upper chambers and parlors. 
 

YEGOR:   Of course, Sasha. 

 

SASHA:   Tell me again. I love the sound of your voice. 
 

YEGOR:   We've only an hour! 
 

SASHA:   TELL ME! 
 

YEGOR:    . . . Alright, how to describe your beauty . . . 
 

SASHA:   Make it incredibly wonderful. 
 

YEGOR:   Your beauty if a white, bonny pigeon . . . dropping from the sky. 

It floats with grace to fall upon and ever bless your face. Let's go. 
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SASHA:   More. 
 

YEGOR:   Your beauty is a cool, dry breeze . . . wafting through the 

breeches of summer, floating to surround us in joy. Now? 
 

SASHA:   More. 
 

YEGOR:   Your beauty is a blister. 
 

SASHA:   A what?  
 

YEGOR:   Aflaming, ablistering the eyes of all who gaze upon you. For a 

body like yours, clothes are repellent—then show your beauty 

completely bare so the world will see you're indescribably fair.  
 

SASHA:   I like that! And my chastity? 
 

YEGOR:   Your chastity is an over-ripe peach. 
 

SASHA:   Kiss me, Yegor! 
 

YEGOR:   I hear someone. Quick, an escape. It's too early for their return. 
 

Yegor and Sasha dash off. Akulina enters with a baby, straw bits about her. 
 

AKULINA:   There, there, baby. Don't cry. I'll find food.  
 

  (sings)  Fear not, baby, for here in the Capital 

    All will be well, we'll find your daddy, 

    I know we will, but we must be silent 

    So baby don't yell . . . shhh . . .  
 

Semyon Dutlov comes stumbling on and both grunt, startled in surprise 

 

DUTLOV:   Oh! Akulina Ilyitch? What are you doing in the Capital? 
 

AKULINA:   Oh! Lord in Heaven, Semyon Dutlov, don't tell the others. I 

snuck in back of a wagon. I had to find Polikei so others might show 

him mercy. Are you looking for him? 
 

DUTLOV:   Yes, but I got turned round by a broken capillary. Alone with 

your baby? H'aint you heard of the thieves who dress like demons to 

torture us? Come, we'll look together. I have to make it to this wart. 

You'll be safe with me. I promise. 
 

AKULINA:   Yes, Semyon Dutlov. 
 

DUTLOV:   That's a fine baby. Looks like your mother. Come along. 
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They exit. Sasha runs on with Yegor following. He holds his cheek. 
 

SASHA:   (overlapping)  Of all the rotten . . . shameless . . filthy . . ! 
 

YEGOR:   (overlapping)  Sasha . . . Simonanva . . . wait . . . please . . ! 
 

SASHA:   Dunyasha was right! Hands away, Mikhailovitch! One moment 

my body is a Greek sculpture, the next a field apple! 
 

YEGOR:   Because I love you, why can't you understand? And when you 

love something, you'll do anything to possess it. 
 

SASHA:   And your notion of love is spooning and pressing till our bodies 

are at one? And the long walk of sneaky fingers?  
 

YEGOR:   You've misunderstood, Sasha, for I am simply a man! Against 

that charge I stand tall and guilty. My passions are a man's passions: 

full-blown and teaming with red-hot desire. But though one be guilty, 

a man may still suffer iniquity. I'm the one who ails, a victim of your 

radiance. God help me and shame, woman! You've stirred me against 

my morality and led me to this foul act. I have been engendered by 

your inculpable refinement and find myself in agony by your bloom. 

Therefore I change you, lady, before the saints and angels, with the 

crippling of my heart and I am resistless against the delicacy of one 

who shoots arrows into a good man's heart—she bemoans him with no 

regard for the malice that her incomparable beauty has done him. 
 

SASHA:   Lord. And has it not been the same with other maids before? 
 

YEGOR:   Nyet. Never. No one has struck me as thou, lass. 
 

SASHA:   Oh, Yegor Mikhailovitch, you suffering soul. Press your head on 

my heart that thou may be healed. And—Wait! I hear someone coming.  
 

YEGOR:   Quick! To the wagon and straw. They could've hardly returned yet. 

Not yet. Nyet! 
 

Sasha and Yegor dash as Dutlov and Akulina appear from another direction. 
 

AKULINA:   So you knew my mother? Speak. You said my baby had her face. 
 

DUTLOV:   Long time ago. And God help us with mistakes from our past. 
 

AKULINA:   You must tell. It's true, then, as my auntie says that my mama 

was a wanton woman and cast me aside young and ran off to lead the 

life of a trollop in Paris? 
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DUTLOV:   I'm just an elder, can't you see! 

 

AKULINA:   For the Lord's sake, Semyon Dutlov, who was my mother? 

 

DUTLOV:   All of this is as God gives! I'm a poor man but I will tell . . . 

Not knowing the truth must cause such horrible moral suffering. (beat) 

Akulina, there was a great woman, the finest and most beautiful serf, 

inside and out, in all of Pokrovskoye. With children, she was a delight, 

with elders, a joy. Russian blood flowed through her veins like cream. 

Well, old grandfather Mikolavna, our Mistress' grandfather, took a 

liking to her, as everyone did, and . . . Well, the old man had this crazy 

plan to educate all the serfs and set up school for 'em in his commune. 

Crazy! Of course, we saw him getting closer and closer to her: a stroke 

of her hair, a brush or his arm on her side—crazy! There were rumors. 

You'd see them leave a building and walk alone up a hill. You could 

never tell what she thought but we do as our master says, correct? 

Well, she must have been with child—must have—for one night, she 

disappeared. Gone, that's all! No one knew. Some claimed kidnapped. 

But I knew. Because grandfather Mikolavna stopped coming then 

amongst the serfs. Even his crazy old school closed. But we keep our 

mouths shut, yes? And do our God's good work. So I did. Then seven 

months later, a baby arrived at your aunt's. But she's not your real 

aunt, she's just told you that. You're not kin. You're a poor orphan kid 

from God knows where. But I know where, though I never told and the 

others have forgotten. It's not just the curve of your cheek nor the 

angle of your eyes. I watched the old man watch you from the porch of 

his house as you played amongst the flowers and shrubs. He knew. 

 

AKULINA:   I mustn't think such a thing. 

 

DUTLOV:   It's all the same, isn't it, Akulina Mikolavna? 

 

AKULINA:   That means, Semyon, they can't hurt Polikushka and he can't go 

to the conscription because he's married to me, nobility. 

 

DUTLOV:   Don't get ideas, pretty one. If you bring that up, they'll whisk 

him away and maybe your babies, too. 

 

AKULINA:   We've not much time. Which way from here? 

 

DUTLOV:   Eeech, I've been using the wrong hand! I'm exactly where I 

started! Come along, it's this way. No, to the right, no, the left. Yes, 

yes, the left. Maybe. It's this way I am sure, I think . . .  
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SCENE SIXTEEN 
 

Back in the Dance Hall at the card table. 
 

POLIKEI:   Bring me luck, little seven!  (throws down a card) 

 

BEAR:   Mumph. A nine. I'll pick up. 

 

POLIKEI:   Woo-hoo! If I could only trump that little card. 

 

LUKCHOV:   Pass. 

 

KRYLOV:   A six. No cards. 

 

POLIKEI:   Anyway, 22 hours I was in that station. And I shan't forget it, 

curse it! And that superintendent shan't forget it, either! Ha,ha! 

 

BEAR:   If you're going to talk, at least play your cards! 

 

POLIKEI:   So that rascally-faced liar says, "There're no horses." Well, I 

kept on my shuba and went straight to the superintendent's office and 

opened all the windows as if it were stifling. But it was 22-below! And 

when he began to whine, I knocked in his teeth. He ran out and I 

stayed by that stove a day. When he couldn't be without his office any 

longer, I got those horses, I did. He learned never to mess with Ivan! 
 

BEAR:   Play your cards! 
 

POLIKEI:   Forgive me, gentlemen. I don't mean to interfere with your 

game. You see, I'm a chatterbox. But whether you love or not, as the 

saying goes, 'tis an excellent thing.  (throws down card)  A five.  
 

BEAR:   Final bid. 
 

LUKCHOV:   100. 
 

KRYLOV:   I'll match. 
 

POLIKEI:   (glances to Ilya who scratches his eye)  300. 
 

BEAR:   What!? 
 

POLIKEI:   Heart of a monkey's not the heart of a cat, as the saying goes.  
 

OTHERS:   In. In. In. Alright. What do we have? 
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BEAR:   Things are turning now. Take a look, fellas. Double jacks. And a 

three-five-seven split. A high-low splitter. Ha, ha, ha! 

 

LUKCHOV:   Shrewd, Bear. 

 

KRYLOV:   Never saw that coming.  

 

POLIKEI:   Whoa, whoa. What are you doing? 

 

BEAR:   (scooping up money)  Huh? That's a high-low splitter.  

 

POLIKEI:   I know what it is. See? Two eyes. Two ears. 

 

BEAR:   No, no, no, no, no . . .  

 

POLIKEI:   Yes, yes, yes, yes. I believe it's called the luck of the draw. 

Gentlemen, I suspect that what I have is labeled Preference. There.  

 

BEAR:   The devil take it! 

 

POLIKEI:   Don't worry, Bear. You know the saying: "Luck's like a woman, 

bound to change in no time." 

 

BEAR:   Beylov! Bring me food and more vodka! 

 

POLIKEI:   Veal and cucumbers for me. I have a taste. Lukchov's deal?  

 

LUKCHOV:   I'm done in. I'm going home. 

 

BEAR:   No you're not. You're staying even if I have to lend you the money.  

 

KRYLOV:   Bear, it'll soon be light. Let me cut my loses and start tomorrow.  

 

BEAR:   Leave this table and I'll leaven your throat.   

 

POLIKEI:   Sure you want to continue? You're down to your last thousand.  

   

BEAR:   Thousand be damned. No one leaves till the other's broke. Vodka! 

 

POLIKEI:   Well, lose if you please, then it's on to Petersburg for me.  

(yawns)  Give me a moment, I need to stretch.  

 

BEAR:   Beylov, vodka, now! 

 

Beylov fetches vodka. Polikei goes to Ilya—they step aside and talk alone. 
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ILYA:   Ilyitch, what's wrong with you? You're irritating like a raw scab. 
 

POLIKEI:   I know this type. I've been bullied before. 
 

ILYA:   It's not safe. Their eyes are floating my way. You've got over 5,000. 

Let's make a quick excuse and be on our way. 
 

POLIKEI:   A few more hands, he'll be cleaned out. It's like honey in milk. 
 

ILYA:   At least stop the vodka. You don't know when it'll give it's kick.  
 

POLIKEI:   Ilya, vodka for me is like throwing an arm around an old friend. 

I know just how to go to the brink, then stop. Ha, ha . . .  
 

Conversation shifts to Bear and his cronies. 
 

NIKOLAI:   I'm telling you, Bear, I've been watching him. 
 

BEAR:   Why does that serf look familiar? 
 

NIKOLAI:   That serf—that serf—they all look the same! I'm telling you 

that Sharpie is cheating you. No, he's out-cheating you.  
 

BEAR:   I'll kill him, y'hear! How dare him! Bring me my pistols! 
 

NIKOLAI:   You can't do that or you'd never see Katerina again. 
 

BEAR:   True. Hrumph. What to do? 
 

NIKOLAI:   Beat him at his own game. Change the signals. 
 

BEAR:   Nikolai Androvitch, brilliant! Lukchov, Krylov, come here . . .  
 

Conversation returns back to Polikei and Ilya. Katerina enters in costume. 
 

KATERINA:   Ilyitch Ivan, how's this one?  
 

POLIKEI:   Much, much better. 
 

KATERINA:   Thank goodness, I'm through my whole wardrobe. 
 

POLIKEI:   You know that song about Petersburg?  (sings)  Petersburg . . .  
 

BEAR:   Let's play! The cards are dealt! 
 

KATERINA:   (sings)   Let us laugh, let us sing . . .  
 

POLIKEI:   Exactly the one! Yes, bravo! Please. 
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The piano begins and Katerina starts the song as Polikei sits down to play. 

On the chorus, some in the room join in for the song. 

 

KATERINA:    I remember way back when 

    A city built on bones. they said 

    But Peter, O Great Peter, had to have you built 

    On the Neva, by the Baltic 

    He had to have you built 
 

    A six-month winter way up north 

    With frozen bones in ice, they said 

    But Peter, O Great Peter, had to have you built 

    Walk to Finland, on the Baltic 

    He had to have you built 
 

    Petersburg, Petersburg (chorus) 

    Let us laugh and sing 

    Life's a joke, my friend 

    Life's a joke, isn't it?  
 

    He named you after his very self, 

    That's really no surprise, of course, 

    When Peter, O Great Peter, had to have you built 

    To buy his goods from France and Spain 

    He had to have you built 
 

    And now the people laugh and smile 

    The bones are all decayed, of course 

    Since Peter, O Great Peter, had to have you built 

    But bones will float when ice does melt 

    And Petersburg is all of bones 
 

    Petersburg, Petersburg (chorus) 

    Let us laugh and sing 

    Life's a joke, my friend 

    Life's a joke, isn't it?  
 

After loud stomping and cheering, the focus returns to the card game. 
 

POLIKEI:   Bear, I don't want to make a pauper out of you in one hand. 

You're sure you want to bet all that? 
 

BEAR:   Match the bid or shut up. 
 

POLIKEI:   Be the boss. I'll match your thousand. Ready to go, Katerina? 

I just need to gather this pot and we're off. 
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LUKCHOV:   I'm done. Out. 
 

KRYLOV:   Not for me. Flat broke. 
 

BEAR:   You're in, both of you! I'm lending you the money.  (they stammer)   
 

POLIKEI:   Ho-ho, what a pot! 4,000 rubles. Let's lay down and go. 
 

BEAR:   Two jacks, two kings, a deuce. 
 

LUKCHOV:   Fold. Cleaned out. 
 

KRYLOV:   My life is over. Done. 
 

BEAR:   Well? 
 

POLIKEI:   (looks at cards, then to Ilya)  Well . . .  
 

BEAR:   Well?  (pause)  Do you have Preference? 
 

POLIKEI:   I . . . thought I had Preference. I don't seem to . . .  
 

VOICES:   (laughing)  Doesn't seem to have it! What does he seem to have? 

Is he telling us something? Something wrong? The kook. Well? 
 

POLIKEI:   Goodness, it's late. How time flies. Bear, that pot is yours. Well 

played. Scoop it up, friend. Katerina, ready to go? 
 

BEAR:   Where the devil you think you're off to? 
 

POLIKEI:   (sings)  Petersburg, Petersburg . . ! 
 

BEAR:   Over my dead body. Or yours. Sit down!  (he does)  The wind of 

luck has changed, Sharpie. Deal the cards.  
 

POLIKEI:   You know, Bear, I— 
 

BEAR:   Shut up! Deal. 

 

KATERINA:   You can't make him stay. Ivan, don't listen. If you want to 

leave, let's be on our way. 

 

BEAR:   Katerina Tyutchev, only one thing prevents you from leaving. 

 

KATERINA:   What's that? 
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BEAR:   This.  (he smacks her hard)  No get in there and don't come back 

until you're called.  (she stumbles away)  
 

ILYA:   Master, I think I should check on the horses. Time for oats. 
 

BEAR:   What'd you say? 
 

ILYA:   Horses. O-o-oats. 
 

BEAR:   Now I remember you. You were here earlier tonight. You're the 

stupid little peasant who owes me 300. Little trick up your sleeve? 
 

ILYA:   No. No.  
 

BEAR:   Get him, boys! 
 

Ilya runs but a group of men grab him and beat him and haul him out. 
 

POLIKEI:   (in time)  Well! What are we waiting for? I hate to have a game 

interrupted. It's unmanly. Preference! Let's play! 
 

MEN:   (bursting with laughter)  Yes. Yes. Unmanly. Well said, Ivan. Good 

point. Of course. Let's go, Sharpie. Let's play.  
 

 

SCENE SEVENTEEN 
 

On a street in the Capital, Yegor and Sasha alone. 
 

YEGOR:   My father was Overseer and I received an inheritance. I was a 

young lad and wasn't sure I wanted to follow my father. So with the 

money I went to Lebedyan and spent 200 rubles on a beautiful uniform 

like the Calvary officers with those wide, orange lapels. I was thinking 

I could enter the Uhlans. Well, while there, I entertained them for three 

weeks, paying for everything, wearing that uniform, carousing—the 

happiest and most brilliant time of my life. But when we got the orders 

to ride, I realized that my feet were planted in the soil, and round the 

back of a charging mare. So I went home feeling a bit the fool, having 

played so haughty and proud, being among such good country stock. 

And I worked for my father and followed him upon his passing.  
 

SASHA:   And you are the finest Overseer. Even my sister says so. 
 

YEGOR:   Odd, I even feel a bit the fool now, having had you resist my 

advances. At some point a man must think of his future. You're a 

good woman, Sasha Simonovna.  
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SASHA:   And will you like me now? 

 

YEGOR:   I will. 

 

SASHA:   So kiss me hard on the mouth. I can make a man's heart feel well. 

 

YEGOR:   Surely . . . but that inn is just around the corner. 

 

Akulina and Dutlov walk on. 

 

DUTLOV:   We must be about there. Only one more crack to go. 

 

YEGOR:   Ack! It's Dutlov. Back to the straw wagon, quick. 

 

SASHA:   Sweetest kisses must wait, as the saying goes.  (exits) 

 

YEGOR:   Dutlov, back here? How's luck? 

 

DUTLOV:   Overseer, forgive the lady. Akulina Ilyitch all the way from 

Pokrovskoye. Be merciful, Overseer, please.  

 

YEGOR:   Unattended and without permission? And with you child? 

 

DUTLOV:   It's just love, Overseer. 

 

AKULINA:   Forgive me, I had to come for my husband. It's the only 

reason we live. 

 

YEGOR:   How dare you!  (pause)  Do anything different. Yes, it's love. Well, 

no luck here and time's out. It was a stupid idea to send Polikei to a city 

of thugs and corrupt women. We won't we learn, we poor country folk. 

 

Ilya comes running on, badly beaten, then collapses. 

 

ILYA:   Police! Help! Help me! Police!  

 

DUTLOV:   Quick, let's get out of here. That's trouble. 

 

AKULINA:   Someone's hurt. 

 

ILYA:   Help me . . . help me . . .  

 

YEGOR:   Who's there? What's your business? 

 

ILYA:   A friend, a friend, please . . .  
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DUTLOV:   Get involved in this and it's trouble, I'm telling you. 

 

AKULINA:   We can't leave him hurt. 

 

ILYA:   I've been beaten. Help me. 

 

DUTLOV:   Don't get close. Let's go. 

 

YEGOR:   Beaten? Why? By whom? 

 

ILYA:   Long a story. Help me. Call police. My friend's about to be killed. 

 

YEGOR:   What's that, killed? 

 

ILYA:   On Medenko Street across from the stables. 

 

DUTLOV:   No more questions. Let's go! 

 

YEGOR:   Quiet, Dutlov! 

 

ILYA:   I'm not talking loudly. 

 

YEGOR:   Not you, friend. Turn over here.  (he does)  Ohhh . . .  

 

AKULINA:   His face so bloody. Lord's mercy. Here, baby's cloth. 

 

YEGOR:   Clean up with this, friend. Dutlov, I want you to go to the 

police. There's a station near. 

 

ILYA:   Sir, I can barely move, I'm telling you. 

 

YEGOR:   Son, I'm talking to this gentleman here.  

 

ILYA:   Dutlov! Dutlov! What am I hearing? I swear you called my name! 

 

DUTLOV:   Your name's Dutlov? 

 

ILYA:   Am I not speaking? Yes! He'll be dead if you don't move! 

 

DUTLOV:   What's your Christian name? 

 

ILYA:   You people are slow as phlegm. What's it matter? Ilyushka. Go! 

 

YEGOR:   Ilya? It's Yegor Mikhailovitch. And your uncle Semyon. And 

Akulina Ilyitch. 
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DUTLOV:   Find me a club! Think he looks bad? Wait till I'm through! 

 

YEGOR:   Shut up, old man, or I'll have worms in your body in a week. 

Ilya, what happened? 

 

ILYA:   Hurry, it's Polikushka. They'll kill him. He's playing cards with 

the thugs who did this to me. They're on Medenko, down by the 

stables, a tavern across the way. He's got the money, too. He won 

back all the money and more. But they'll cheat him. Hurry! 

 

YEGOR:   Girl, attend to Ilyushka. Dutlov, come along. 

 

DUTLOV:   But the police— 

 

YEGOR:   Come along! 

 

ILYA:   Hurry! They'll kill Polikushka. Were about to kill him. I swear! 

 
 

SCENE EIGHTEEN 
 

Back in the card hall during the game. 
 

BEAR:   Well?  (pause)  Well? 

 

POLIKEI:   I'm thinking.  

 

BEAR:   Better start thinking faster or I'll do it for you. 

 

KRYLOV:   Why wait? The boys are hungry as vultures. Let's take the 

money and dump his body in the Neva. 

 

BEAR:   Not a bad thought but no one accuses Bear of being a cheat.          

Or uncouth for that matter. If they do, I'll kill them.  (then)  Well? 

 

POLIKEI:   I bid . . . one. 

 

BEAR:   Ack! The minimum's a hundred. Do I have to tell you again? 

 

POLIKEI:   If you didn't shout, I'd remember it better. 100. 

 

BEAR:   100. And 500 more. In or out? 

 

POLIKEI:   Well . . . I think on this one, Bear . . . I'll drop out. 
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VOICES:   Not again! How long does this have to go on? I'll be getting up 

soon. Put an end to this! Come on, Bear! 
 

BEAR:   Quiet!  (then)  You're dropping out again? 
 

POLIKEI:   I don't seem to be getting the cards. But things will change on 

the next hand, I'm sure. 
 

LUKCHOV:   Bear, do something. The boys have had it. Deal and drop out, 

deal and drop out—that must be 20 hands! 
 

POLIKEI:   I didn't get to be the world's greatest sharpie for no reason. If 

you can't handle my strategy, find another game. Or I'll pick up my 

earnings and go. In fact— 
 

BEAR:   Sit down! Well . . . smarties . . . what am I to do? 
 

KRYLOV:   Bear, I've got a plan. Listen. 
 

VOICES:   Yes, we need a good plan. Can't stay forever. Get on with it. 

Listen to 'em, Bear. Kill the dumb sucker. Let's go! Come on! 
 

While the men huddle up, Polikei moves to the front of the stage to confess. 
 

POLIKEI:   Ilyitch, you can't do anything right. Even kill yourself. Now you 

have to have someone do it for you. You know what the worst part is? 

No one will have learned anything. I mean, here you've lived all these 

years, your end's come, you're a repented man and made peace with 

the Lord, and what difference has it made? At least if you'd have gone 

for the conscription, there'd be some nobility in your death. But now? 

Not even a body. You'll be a foggy memory. And what have you ever 

done for your wife, for the woman who loved you? Or your babies? 

Selfish, was I. God, you're a funny one. But you know who the joke is 

really on? Tell admit now: I never really did repent. Not in my heart. 

So I won't join you up there for I know you'll send me deep below. So 

here's my toast. To you, Lord, the one whom I tricked—at least for a 

while. Nostrovia! 
 

BEAR:   (approaching)  Yes, yes, why didn't I think of it? Boys, be home in 

a jiffy. Deal the cars. Ivan, there's a rule change. Like I said, I'm no 

cheater, but at time we adjust the rules. Minimum bid is now 500. 
 

POLIKEI:   500! 
 

BEAR:   Yes and if you have anything to say about it, I'll shove my fist 

down your throat.  (all laugh)  Hoo-hoo!  (sings)  Petersburg, 

Petersburg! Get your coats, boys. Won't be a minute now. 
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VOICES:   Alright, Bear! Woo-hoo! Let's string him up! I'm looking 

forward to punching that flesh. Get me a club! Ready to sock him! 
 

BEAR:   500 to open. 
 

POLIKEI:   (not even looking at cards)  The devil take it. Double that. Make 

it a thousand. It's all the same. Why put it off? 
 

BEAR:   Sharpie, your wish is my command. 1,000. Put it in, fellas. I got 

you both covered.  
 

LUKCHOV:   Who needs cards? 
 

BEAR:  None for me! I'm thick as a tick. Ha! 
 

LUKCHOV:   I'll take two. Throwing in. Sharpie?  
 

POLIKEI:   These cards stink. You stink. All you. You all smell like a pot of 

rotted fish. I want five! You heard me, five more! Devil take it! 
 

BEAR:    Gouchie-gouchie-goo. Look! He didn't even look at his cards and 

he's throwing in! What's wrong, baby? Gonna have a good cry about 

this? Ha, ha, ha!  (all laugh) 
 

LUKCHOV:   There you are, five fresh. What's the bid? 
 

Yegor Mikhailovitch and Semyon Dutlove enter the room.  
 

YEGOR:   Polikushka Ilyitch! 
 

POLIKEI:   Mikhailvitch, Dutlov. 
 

BEAR:   Hey, who are you? You have some business here? 
 

POLIKEI:  That man is my serf—my commune's. Runaway. I'm here to 

whip him home. 
 

VOICES:   (clamor)  What! That dog is a serf! Liar! Slave! Idiot! Fool! 
 

BEAR:   This no-good thief is a serf? I'll kill him. Dirty pig, masquerading 

me. I rip off his flesh.  
 

YEGOR:   Don't worry, we'll take care of that at the commune. Then it's 

straight to the army for him. 
 

BEAR:   That's the place. Send the pig to the Polish front.  (general clamor) 
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YEGOR:   Alright, Ilyitch. Let's go.  

 

POLIKEI:   Yes, Overseer. But do I take my money? I've got 1,500 left. 

 

YEGOR:   1,500? You bet you're taking that money. That belongs to your 

Mistress. Give it to me and no more tricks.  

 

BEAR:   Hey, wait! You're not taking that money. That money's mine. 

 

YEGOR:   What do you mean that money's yours? It doesn't look to be in 

your pot? 

 

BEAR:   That money was won from me by your serf. 

 

YEGOR:   That money belongs to his Mistress. And even if he did win it, so 

what? You play a serf and lose, tough luck. Take the money, Polikei. 

 

BEAR:   I'm telling you, the money stays! Get this swine out, if you'd like. 

 

YEGOR:   And I'm telling you, the money belongs to him! 

 

BEAR:   And I'm tell you—! 

 

KRYLOV:   Bear, Bear, Bear, relax! Look, the cards are dealt. Middle of a 

hand. Nobody can interrupt a game in the middle of a hand. This hand. 

Your hand.  (throat-cut motion)  Finish him off.  

 

BEAR:    (pause, laughs)  Ho-ho! You're right, Krylov! Of course, fine sir. 

Certainly. Take your serf and all his winnings but the cards are dealt 

and the game's played. You can't interrupt in the middle of a hand. 

 

YEGOR:   That right, Ilyitch?  

 

POLIKEI:    . . . yes . . . sir . . .  

 

YEGOR.   Then finish the hand and we're off.  

 

BEAR:   Absolutely, big boy. As you say.  

 

YEGOR:   Polikushka, fold up, concede what's in the middle, let's go. 

 

POLIKEI:   I'm afraid, Overseer, I can't do that. The rules now are there's no 

dropping out. No calling the bid. And no folding until all have played. 

 

YEGOR:   What? 
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VOICES:   (burst of laughter)  Ho-ho! Take that! Still want to leave before 

you finish the hand? Smart guy! Easy street from here on out! Let's go! 

 

DUTLOV:   Sounds like something Ilyitch would do. 

 

YEGOR:   There's the farm. And me, I suppose. Finish the hand. Let's go.  

 

BEAR:   It's my bid. 1,500 you have left, you say? There's 1,500. And here's 

1,500 for Lukchov and Krylov. 

 

POLIKEI:   (puts all his money in)  There it is. I'm sorry, Overseer. 

 

BEAR:   Not a bad pot. Must be 10,000. You could buy Macedonia with that. 

 

VOICES:   Unbelievable. 10,000. Never seen that much in a pot. Wow! 

 

BEAR:   (lays down cards)  Here, gentlemen. Don't cry when the milk 

spills. Double High Ball. Preference. Double Queen. Double King. 

And a five. All black.  

 

VOICES:   Double High Ball! Amazing! Once every 5 years! Fantastic! 

Take the pot, Bear. We can finally sleep! 

 

BEAR:   Set 'em up, boys, everything's on me!  (cheering)  Hey, do me a 

favor. Before you kill that serf, give him a kick in the mouth for me.  

 

YEGOR:   Come, Ilyitch.  

 

POLIKEI:   Overseer, I tried to do the right thing.  

 

DUTLOV:   You're a jinx, Ilyitch, that's all.  

 

LUKCHOV:   Hey, you! Ilyitch Ivan, or whatever your fake name is. You 

stinkin' thief. You trying to steal our cards, too? 

 

YEGOR:   Up to your old tricks? Will you never learn? Give me the cards. 

Now you'll have to be beaten for that, too.  

 

DUTLOV:   May God whip your lying soul in purgatory.  

 

YEGOR:   Apologies, gentlemen. He's a simple . . . (sees cards) Just . . . . 

Polikushka, these are your cards? 

 

LUKCHOV:   No, they're our cards. I dealt 'em right from this deck. 
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YEGOR:   From the last deal, the last hand? 

 

LUKCHOV:   Yes, those cards! I've had my eyes on 'em the whole time. 

You must be dense as your serf. 

 

YEGOR:   Certainly, but . . . before taking that pot, we ought to have a glance, 

shouldn't we? "Fate is Champion," as the saying goes. "It's all in the 

cards," as the saying goes. Can't leave till he finishes his hand, as you 

said, right? So let's finish the hand and go, as you required. What say?  

 

BEAR:   What the devil? 

 

POLIKEI:   Gentlemen, a jack and another jack. An ace and another ace. He 

just covered your Double High Ball all in black. 

 

VOICES:   Oh, my Lord. God, no. It can't be. Not to be believed. No! 

 

YEGOR:   One card left.  (keeps it covered)  Bear, I'll make you a deal. Split 

that pot and we'll be on our way. Because if this is a black four or three 

or two, he's gone under and you know what that means. Preference.  

 

BEAR:    . . . the devil . . ! 

 

YEGOR:   What say you, Bear? What say you?  (all freeze) 

 
 

 

SCENE NINETEEN 
 

The parlor of Avdotya Mikolavna. She is with a third sister, Natasha.  
 

AVDOTYA:   Advice? You will find none in this mirror of folly. There will 

be a new Master and you will learn new ways. You will serve them as 

your sister and your family has always served me. 

 

NATASHA:   (weeps)  Mistress!  

 

AVDOTYA:   Call me not Mistress. I am a simple country fieldworker now. 

Go, bring in the Envoy. Weep not, Natasha. 

 

NATASHA:   (weeps)  I go. I'll try not . . . (dashes out in tears) 

 

AVDOTYA:   300 years our family has held this land. Generations passed 

along this road. And what did it mean to possess this bit of turf, to tend 

it, and see our children renew themselves upon it, to take fruit, to bear 
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fruit, and pass that fruit along? Land in a family's an island, not swept 

by time and change. It is a mind of one's own and a spring of life, and 

the longer it is held, the more fertile the nourishment and the deeper 

the roots grow. Pity those who bear no roots, who abandon themselves 

to matters expeditious, who are bumped hither and yon like cattle in a 

herd. Alas, that the choice were mine. But another family now begins 

on this lump of Russian clay as we say, "Hold it, love it, have it 

nourish for you and yours." Now the roots of a new family begin. 

Grow it in God's glory.  (Envoy enters)  Ah, Master Envoy, welcome! 

 

ENVOY:   (arrives)  Leave off the false greeting, lady. I've had a hilarious 

enough time already. Cut to the bone: you got my money or not? Knew 

you didn't. But make them sweat, eh? Got the document here. Let's be 

done with this quickly.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Of course. 
 

ENVOY:   "I, Avdotya Mikolavna, relinquish all land claims in the name of 

the Tsar. I abandon my position and turn all operations over to Envoy 

Claude Alexovitch." That's me. That's all. That simple. Sign here.  
 

AVDOTYA:   And we may go free? 
 

ENVOY:   adeal. Sign, high-tail it out, get down the road, and I'll look the 

other way. Show you my big heart. Let's go. C'mon. 
 

AVDOTYA:   Alright.  (starts to sign, then)  It will be easier to leave quickly. 
 

ENVOY:   Sure, sure, Come on. 
 

AVDOTYA:   (about to sign, stops)  The sooner the better. 
 

ENVOY:   Put those words into action, lady. Move it.  (signs, he takes it)  

Have a good hike, Cuz. You're a cute one, aren't ya? Hey, where's the 

master bedroom? 
 

Yegor, Dutlov, Polikei, Ilya, Akulina and others rush in. 
 

YEGOR:   We've got it! We've done it! We have it! 
 

 AVDOTYA:   Yegor? 
 

YEGOR:   Call me hick Overseer, do they? Think you can't rattle a mob if 

you don't live in a city? Think a bailiwick's no place for brains? Ha-ha! 

Mr. Envoy, here you have it as promised: 1,300 rubles. The debt 

complete and long live the Tsar! 
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CROWD:   (cheers)  Here, here! The Tsar! May he live long! Huzzah! Yah! 
 

ENVOY:   Funny but you're too late. Take back the money, harlequin. It's 

past 24 hours. Better luck next time.  
 

YEGOR:   You're joking. 
 

ENVOY:   Do I smile? Here's the paper. The estate belongs to the Tsar—in 

my name. I'm your new boss, little man. And thirsty. 
 

YEGOR:   Mr. Envoy, this must be a trick. Here's the money. I know we're 

over our time but you couldn't have left till this morning anyway.  
 

ENVOY:   Bring to the Judiciary Council that meets next year. Good light! 
 

YEGOR:   I'm not bring it up to any council. That means our Mistress would 

have to leave. 
 

ENVOY:   Stinks, eh?  
 

YEGOR:   Mistress, did you sign that?  (nods)  How much for that paper? 

1,000? 2,000? I know the way government people work. 
 

ENVOY:   2,000 more rubles? When you couldn't come up with 1,300 in the 

first place? Peasants, back to your sheds. I'll send for you shortly. 
 

YEGOR:   (takes out money)  2,000 rubles. Enough? 
 

ENVOY:   Hmm. You do have the money . . .  
 

YEGOR:   Take it and give me that paper. 
 

ENVOY:   Not enough. Quite. For the risk I'd take. 5,000. 
 

YEGOR:   We haven't got 5,000. Unless you count that 1,300 there. 
 

ENVOY:   You know, I loathe people without compassion. I'm sensitive to 

your situation. Give me your money and I'll give you this paper. 
 

They go to exchange but Dutlov steps in and begins beating the Envoy. 
 

DUTLOV:   Never in a million years! Over my dead body! I've been an 

elder, worked for the church, bled for this land! Is that the Russia you 

want our children to die for? To protect crooks like you?  (takes paper, 

rips it up)  You're not getting any 5,000. The name's Dutlov. Boil me 

in oil for all I care. You'll never get this property as long as I live. Get 

out, mouse. Get out before I clap my hands and kill you. 
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ENVOY:   I've got your name, Dutlov. You'll hear from the Tsar. 

 

DUTLOV:   And you'll hear from Our Lord in Heaven! Out! Out! 

 

The Envoy is chase out.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Dutlov, what have you done? 

 

DUTLOV:   Let 'em kill me, Mistress. I'm old. But you have to do what's 

right. That's all a man's got. 

 

CROWD:   Three cheers for Semyon Dutlov. Hip-hip-hurray! Yay!  (etc) 

 

YEGOR:   It's his word against ours and the Tsar has his money. 3,700 for 

you. The crop's bad and it will be tight, but this should pull us through.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Yegor, how did . . ? 

 

YEGOR:   Strike it up to a little luck, a little will, and a little wink by God.  

 

CROWD:   Hurray! God's will, it is! We're blessed! It's our luck! Yes! 

 

ILYA:   Mistress, before Heaven I ask mercy. I brought this close turn. I ran 

from the conscription not to jeopardize the farm, but out of love for my 

mama and wife. I will so gladly go into the Tsar's army to represent 

Pokrovskoye. I beg your forgiveness.  

 

AVDOTYA:   How much money is here, Yegor? 

 

YEGOR:   3,700.  

 

AVDOTYA:   What does it take to buy a conscription? 

 

YEGOR:   300. A little more.  (beat)  No. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Yes. Use this to buy a substitute. The same for Mitiushkin 

and Khoroshkin. Send word to the Capital and bring them back. 

 

YEGOR:   I won't try to change your mind but this is bad for tradition. 

You'll not only put your farm out of business, but every serf in trouble 

will grab your ankles for help. 

 

AVDOTYA:   That's what they're there for. 

 

YEGOR:   Ilyushka, you're free. But go to the square for a good beating. 
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ILYA:   Gladly. 

 

YEGOR:   Semyon, you deliver the first blows. 

 

DUTLOV:   I've never been so happy in my life.  

 

YEGOR:   Polikushka Ilyitch, you were entrusted with the money and didn't 

deliver. Down to the square for a beating as well. 

 

AVDOTYA:   Yegor— 

 

YEGOR:   Mistress, I beg you to respect my position. To the square, all.  

 

Everyone leaves joyfully chattering except Yegor and Avdotya Mikolavna.  

 

AVDOTYA:   You have a long story. Well? 

 

YEGOR:   Those Capital city folk aren't as smart as they act.  (holds up 

concealed card)  There's something to be said for country living. On 

the other hand, who really knows who's dealing the deck?  

 

The last sister of Dunyasha enters. 

 

YEGOR:   Dunyasha, might I trouble you for some water? 

 

AVDOTYA:   That's not Dunyasha. That's her youngest sister, Natasha. The 

shy one. It seems our Dunyasha's gotten herself in a bit of trouble with 

a boy from the Radishchev farm. 

 

YEGOR:   I didn't know there were three sisters? Natasha, you're surely not 

familiar with this house. Let me take you round, show you a few things. 

 

AVDOTYA:   I'll come along. I insist. 

 

YEGOR:   Whatever you say, Mistress. After all, it's all the same.  

 

AVDOTYA:   Quite right. It is always the same.  

 

They walk out. 
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SCENE TWENTY 
 

The communal area. Polikushka lies on his stomach on a cot. He has a cigar. 
 

AKULINA:   Well, what do you think? 
 

POLIKEI:   Don't know. He wouldn't show us, though we drank two big 

bottles of vodka on the trip home. I'm sorry, dear wife. I couldn't help 

drinking. I was filled with such glee, and we were singing the old songs. 
 

AKULINA:   I understand, Polikei, but you are home now.  
 

POLIKEI:   Yes. And true to my word, I am a new man.  (she kisses him)  

But we jeered him and begged him to let us see the card. If it weren't a 

black two, three or four, he'd nothing to lose. But Overseer's a cagey 

one. He probably knows Bear would never have let him walk out with 

the whole pot, and might have killed us, besides. 
 

AKULINA:   I fear the thought. 
 

POLIKEI:   Good cigar. 
 

AKULINA:   Stinks quite a lot. 
 

POLIKEI:   So it goes with things of prestige. Will you look: caviar, meats, 

nuts. What a Mistress! 
 

AKULINA:   Would you like another cake? 
 

POLIKEI:   Save it for the babies. I'll burst.  (from her cloth)  Owww! 
 

AKULINA:   (putting a cloth on him)  Do you want to heal, or not? 
 

POLIKEI:   He could have beaten me harder. Overseer held back, though I 

wailed like an infant and he grunted like a butcher. It was symbolic. 
 

AKULINA:   These are not symbolic cuts.  (then)  Will you stop counting 

money? It's a sign of greed.  
 

POLIKEI:   Can't stop. Don't care. Fifty rubles, she's given me. 
 

AKULINA:   What will you do with it? 
 

POLIKEI:   I never filled those commissions. Nikita's tobacco, tea and 

needles, Vladimir's gloves, sugar for the joiner's wife. What's left, I'll 

split with Ilya for he's just gotten married. 
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AKULINA:   Very kind. And there will be some left? 

 

POLIKEI:   I'll give to the Church—God had a hand in this. He's cunning 

one. We've had testy times. But that's over. Everything else I give to 

you. Hide it, spend it, give it to the babies, I don't care. Money's dust. 

And I have decided to retire as Principal Man. It's a fine job but I think 

I am quite a good horse doctor. Now I'm happy with my lot. 

 

AKULINA:   Me, too. In your own way, dear husband, though you don't 

know it, you really are nobility. Ready for sleep, love?  

 

POLIKEI:   Day's done. New adventures befriend us tomorrow. Now I shall 

lay on my stomach by your side. That would make me very happy. 

 

AKULINA:   But not with that stinky cigar. 

 

POLIKEI:   Not with this stinky cigar. 

 

AKULINA:   Walk slowly. Let me help. To bed.  

 

POLIKEI:   You can't change Fate. Not usually. 

 

They walk off as the lights fade. 

 

 


